
ACTION-ANGLE COORDINATES FOR SURFACE GROUP

REPRESENTATIONS IN GENUS ZERO

ARNAUD MARET

Abstract. We study a compact family of totally elliptic representations of the fundamental

group of a punctured sphere into PSLp2,Rq discovered by Deroin and Tholozan and named after

them. We describe a polygonal model that parametrizes the relative character variety of Deroin–
Tholozan representations in terms of chains of triangles in the hyperbolic plane. We extract

action-angle coordinates from our polygonal model as geometric quantities associated to chains

of triangles. The coordinates give an explicit isomorphism between the space of representations
and the complex projective space. We prove that they are almost global Darboux coordinates

for the Goldman symplectic form.

1. Introduction

A character variety is, broadly speaking, a symplectic manifold associated to a closed oriented
surface Σ and a quadrable1 Lie group G. It is defined as the space of conjugacy classes of represen-
tations of the fundamental group of Σ into G. A relative character variety is the counterpart for
punctured surfaces. Only representations that map the peripheral curves around each puncture
inside a prescribed conjugacy class of G are considered, see Section 2 for more details. To study
the topology of a character variety, one approach consists in finding a specific set of coordinates
that parametrize (most of) it. A foundational example is the parametrization of Teichmüller space
via Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates.

In this paper we study the geometry of compact components of relative character varieties of
representations of the fundamental group of an n times punctured sphere into PSLp2,Rq, discovered
by Deroin-Tholozan in [DT19]. We refer to these compact components as Deroin-Tholozan relative
character varieties and to the representations themselves as Deroin-Tholozan representations.
There exists such a component for every choice of α “ pα1, . . . , αnq P p0, 2πqn with the property
that α1` . . .`αn ą 2πpn´1q, see Section 2 for more details. They have the fundamental property
of mapping any simple closed curve to an elliptic element of PSLp2,Rq, see Proposition 2.9. We
say they are totally elliptic.

1.1. The results. Let Σn denote a connected and oriented surface of genus zero with n ě 3
labelled punctures. We fix a pants decomposition P of Σn and a Deroin-Tholozan representation
ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ PSLp2,Rq. To each of the n ´ 2 pairs of pants P0, . . . , Pn´3 in P, we associate
a geodesic triangle ∆i in the upper half-plane whose vertices are the unique fixed points of the
images of the three boundary curves of Pi (we use that ϕ is totally elliptic). Two vertices are joined
by a geodesic segment if they correspond to two boundary curves of the same pair of pants. This
produces a chain of n´ 2 geodesic triangles ∆0, . . . ,∆n´3 in the upper half-plane, see Figure 1.

We explain in Section 3 that rotating around the common vertices of two consecutive triangles in
the chain defines a maximal Hamiltonian torus action on each Deroin-Tholozan relative character
variety. We denote by ai the double of the area of the triangle ∆i and by γi the angle between
the triangles ∆i´1 and ∆i as on Figure 1 (the parameters γi are defined formally in Section 4).

Theorem A. If we set σi :“ γ1 ` . . .` γi, then
␣

a1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3

(

are action-angle coordinates for each Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety.

1We call a Lie group quadrable if its Lie algebra can be equipped with a non-degenerate, symmetric, Ad-invariant

bilinear form, see [Mar22b, §1.1] for more details.
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P0 P1 P2 P3
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‚ γ2
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∆2

∆3

Figure 1. On top: a pants decomposition of a sphere with six punctures into
four pairs of pants. This illustration is modelled on [DT19, Fig. 2]. On bottom:
a corresponding chain of geodesic triangles in the upper half-plane. The angles
between consecutive triangles in the chain are denoted by γi.

Theorem A says that the dynamical system induced by rotating the triangles around their
common vertices is integrable with canonical coordinates

␣

a1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3

(

. The notion
of action-angle coordinates refers to the canonical coordinates of an integrable system in the sense
of the Arnold-Liouville Theorem, see e.g. [CdS01]. In fact, the dynamics corresponds to the
maximal Hamiltonian torus action on each Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety defined in
[DT19] by considering the twist flows à la Goldman along the separating curves defining the pants
decomposition of Σn. This action equips each Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety with the
structure of a symplectic toric manifold. We deduce Theorem A from

Theorem B (see Theorem 4.1). The map from each Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety
to CPn´3 defined in homogeneous coordinates by

“?
a0 :

?
a1e

iσ1 : . . . :
?
an´3e

iσn´3
‰

is an isomorphism of symplectic toric manifolds.

Both spaces involved in the statement of Theorem B are equipped with a natural symplectic
structure: the Goldman symplectic form ωG for the character variety and the Fubini-Study form
for the complex projective space. It is known since [DT19] that each Deroin-Tholozan character
variety and CPn´3 are abstractly isomorphic. It is a consequence of Delzant’s classification of
symplectic toric manifolds. Theorem B goes one step further and provides an explicit isomorphism.
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The map of Theorem B from a Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety to CPn´3 factors
through the sphere S2n´5 Ă Cn´2 of radius α1 ` . . . ` αn ´ 2πpn ´ 1q. Indeed, we will prove in
Section 4 that a0 ` a1 ` . . . ` an is constant for each Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety
and equals α1 ` . . .` αn ´ 2πpn´ 1q.

The main difficulty in the proof of Theorem B relies in checking that the map is differentiable.
This requires a careful analysis of all the parameters involved. The primary source of trouble is
the erratic behaviour of the parameters σi when a triangle in a chain degenerates to a single point
and the presence of square roots on the parameters ai. An immediate consequence of Theorem B
is

Theorem C (see Corollary 4.2). On an open and dense subset of each Deroin-Tholozan relative
character variety, it holds that

ωG “
1

2

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dai ^ dσi,

where ωG is the Goldman symplectic form. In particular, the 2-form
řn´3

i“1 dai^dσi is independent

of the pants decomposition used to define the coordinates
␣

a1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3

(

.

The open and dense subset of Theorem C consists of the conjugacy classes of representations
for which no triangles in the corresponding chain is degenerate to a point. Equivalently, it is the
locus of the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety on which ai ą 0 for every i “ 0, 1, . . . , n.

Theorem C is the analogue of a famous result of Wolpert known as Wolpert’s magic formula
in the context of Teichmüller space. We briefly explain the analogy. The Teichmüller space of
a closed hyperbolic surface of genus g can be identified with p0,8q3g´3 ˆ R3g´3 using Fenchel-
Nielsen coordinates, see e.g. [FM12]. Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates consist of length parameters
ℓ1, . . . , ℓ3g´3 and twist parameters θ1, . . . , θ3g´3. They are defined for any pants decomposition
of the surface. Wolpert proved in [Wol83] that the length and twist parameters are dual to each
other and that the 2-form

(1.1)
1

2

3g´3
ÿ

i“1

dℓi ^ dθi

is independent of the choice of the pants decomposition. He did so by proving that the 2-form
(1.1) is equal to the Weil-Petersson form on Teichmüller space. This relation is nowadays known
as Wolpert’s magic formula. Goldman proved in [Gol84] that the Weil-Petersson form is a multiple
of the Goldman symplectic form if one sees Teichmüller space as a component of the character
variety of representations of the fundamental group of the surface into PSLp2,Rq.

Another analogy can be drawn between Theorem A and the work of Kapovich-Millson. It was
proved in [KM96] that the moduli space of polygons in R3 with fixed side lengths is isomorphic to
the character variety of representations of the fundamental group of a punctured sphere into the
isometries of R3. The authors further proved that the lengths ℓi of the diagonals emanating from
the same vertex and the angle θi between the triangles they define are action-angle coordinates.
In the context of Theorem A, the definition of the coordinates

␣

a1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3

(

relies
on the modelling of Deroin-Tholozan representations in terms of chains of geodesic triangles in
the upper half-plane. In the spirit of [KM96], we introduce a moduli space of chains of geodesic
triangles in the upper half-plane and show that it is in one-to-one correspondence with the relative
character variety of Deroin-Tholozan representations. We refer to it as the polygonal model for
Deroin-Tholozan representations.

The question of the geometrization of Deroin-Tholozan representations has been treated in
[DT19], where it was proven that they arise as monodromies of hyperbolic metrics on Σn with
conical singularities. The metrics under consideration have two types of singularities: n cone
angles 2π ´ αi at the punctures, called fractional singularities, and n ´ 3 further cone angles
4π that can coalesce with fractional singularities and each other. The resulting moduli space is
homeomorphic to the product of the Teichmüller space of Σn with the Deroin-Tholozan relative
character variety, see [DT19, §4]. We denote it Hypα. In the companion paper [FM23], together
with Aaron Fenyes, we provide a piece-by-piece construction of such hyperbolic cone metrics based
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on chains of triangles and we prove that any Deroin-Tholozan representation can be obtained as
the holonomy of a hyperbolic cone metric built this way.

1.2. Organization of the paper. Section 2 fixes notation and recalls some fundamental notions
about character varieties, including the notion of volume of a representation. It introduces the
Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety

RepDT
α pΣn, Gq

and also provides a brief recap of the main results of [DT19]. These include total ellipticity and
the toric structure.

In Section 3 we introduce the polygonal model for Deroin-Tholozan representations as a certain
moduli space denoted by

ChTriα

and consisting of chains of geodesic triangles in the upper half-plane. Sufficient conditions for a
chain of triangles to lie inside ChTriα are described in Lemma 3.5, see also Figure 6. We show
that there is a one-to-one correspondence

P : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ ChTriα .

We also explain how the parameters used to define Deroin-Tholozan representations and quantities
associated to them, such as their volume, can be measured from the associated chain of triangles.
We explain how to visualize the integrable system dynamics in that picture.

In Section 4 we formally define the coordinates
␣

a1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3

(

. The coordinates
are used to define the map

C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3

of Theorem B which is carefully stated at the start of Section 4 as Theorem 4.1. At the end of
the section we explain how Theorem C (see Corollary 4.2) follows from Theorem B.

Section 5 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem B. The proof is divided into successive steps
where we first address the questions of bijectivity, continuity and then differentiability.

ChTriα

RepDT

α pΣn, GqCPn´3

Hypα

P

C

Figure 2. The various aspects of Deroin-Tholozan representations are drawn as
a diagram. The space Hypα refers to the space of hyperbolic metrics with conical
singularities introduced at the end of Section 1.1. It projects to RepDT

α pΣn, Gq as
mentioned earlier. The projection corresponds to the outer dashed arrows.
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2. Preliminaries

Let G :“ PSLp2,Rq be the Lie group of orientation-preserving isometries of the upper half-plane
H. We denote by g its Lie algebra consisting of traceless two-by-two real matrices. Let n ě 3
be an integer. We denote by Σn an oriented and connected surface of genus zero with n labelled
punctures. Let π1pΣnq be its fundamental group. It can be presented as

(2.1) π1pΣnq “ xc1, . . . , cn :
n
ź

i“1

ci “ 1y.

We think of the generator ci of π1pΣnq as the homotopy class of based loops enclosing the ith
puncture of Σn. The character variety associated to the pair pΣn, Gq is the topological quotient
of the space of group homomorphisms π1pΣnq Ñ G by the conjugation action of G. It is denoted
ReppΣn, Gq.

We are interested in representations π1pΣnq Ñ G that map each generator ci of π1pΣnq to an
elliptic element inside G. Elliptic transformations in G are, by definition, those which act on H
with a unique fixed point. Equivalently, A P G is elliptic if and only if the absolute value of its
trace is smaller than two. The subset of elliptic elements of G is denoted by

E :“ tA P G : A is ellipticu .

It is analytically diffeomorphic to the open ball H ˆ p0, 2πq. In fact, an analytic diffeomorphism
pfix, ϑq : E Ñ H ˆ p0, 2πq can be defined as follows. The first component fix: E Ñ H maps A P E
to its unique fixed point fixpAq in H. The second component ϑ : E Ñ p0, 2πq records the angle of
rotation ϑpAq of A P E , see Appendix A for a precise definition. The angle of rotation is invariant
under the G-action on E by conjugation and completely distinguishes the conjugacy classes of E .
We refer the reader to Appendix A for more considerations on E and various assorted formulae.

Given a tuple of angles α “ pα1, . . . , αnq P p0, 2πqn, we define the relative character variety of
representations of π1pΣnq into G associated to α to be the subspace of the character variety given
by

RepαpΣn, Gq :“
␣

rϕs P ReppΣn, Gq : ϑpϕpciqq “ αi, @i “ 1, . . . , n
(

.

The relative character variety RepαpΣn, Gq is an analytic manifold of dimension 2pn ´ 3q for all
possible choices of α. Each of these relative character varieties has a natural symplectic structure
for any choice of a non-degenerate, symmetric, Ad-invariant bilinear form on the Lie algebra g
of G, see [Gol84] and [GHJW97] for the original results and [Mon16] for a recent account. The
symplectic structure is named after Goldman who originally constructed it in the case of closed
surfaces in [Gol84].

Convention 2.1. We equip the relative character varieties RepαpΣn, Gq with the Goldman sym-
plectic form ωG built from the trace form:

tr : g ˆ g −Ñ R
pA,Bq ÞÑ trpABq.
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2.1. Volume of a representation. There is an important tool to study the topology of relative
character varieties called volume of a representation (or Toledo number). We briefly recall its
definition below for the case of representations of the punctured sphere into G. The reader is
referred to Burger-Iozzi-Wienhard [BIW10] for more details and for the general construction.

Given three points z1, z2 , z3 in the upper half-plane, we denote by ∆pz1, z2, z3q the oriented
geodesic triangle with vertices z1, z2, z3. Its signed area, computed with the standard volume
form of H, is denoted by

r∆pz1, z2, z3qs.

Fix a base point z P H. Consider the function

c : GˆG Ñ R(2.2)

pA1, A2q Ñ
“

∆
`

z,A1z,A1A2z
˘‰

.

A rapid computation (see for instance [Mar22b, Lemma 5.1.2]) shows that c satisfies the cocycle
condition

(2.3) cpA2, A3q ´ cpA1A2, A3q ` cpA1, A2A3q ´ cpA1, A2q “ 0

for every A1, A2, A3 P G. Therefore, c defines a group cohomology class κ :“ rcs inside H2pG;Rq.
Moreover the function c is bounded because the area of a hyperbolic triangle is always smaller
than π. The cohomology class κ is thus a class in bounded group cohomology κ P H2

b pG;Rq. The
class κ is independent of the choice of the base point z involved in the definition of c (whereas
c does depend on the point z), see [Mar22b, Lemma 5.1.3] for a proof. Given a representation
ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ G we can pull back κ to the class ϕ˚κ inside H2

b pπ1pΣnq;Rq. We denote by Bπ1pΣnq

the collection txc1y, . . . , xcnyu of rank 1 subgroups of π1pΣnq. An important property of bounded
cohomology of amenable groups says that the map

j : H2
b pπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnq;Rq Ñ H2

b pπ1pΣnq;Rq

from the long exact sequence in cohomology of the pair
`

π1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnq
˘

is an isomorphism.
Integrating along the fundamental class rπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnqs corresponding to the orientation of Σn

provides an isomorphism from H2
b pπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnq;Rq to R.

Definition 2.2. The volume of a representation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ G is the real number defined by

volpϕq :“ j´1pϕ˚κq " rπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnqs.

The volume is a well-defined function of the character variety

vol : ReppΣn, Gq Ñ R.

To state the properties of the volume it is convenient to introduce the following function. The angle
function ϑ : E Ñ p0, 2πq can be extended to an upper semi-continuous function ϑ : G Ñ r0, 2πs by

ϑpAq :“

$

&

%

ϑpAq, if A is elliptic,
0, if A is hyperbolic or positively parabolic,
2π, if A is the identity or negatively parabolic.

The notions of being positively and negatively parabolic refer to the two conjugacy classes of
parabolic elements in G, see (6.5).

Theorem 2.3 ([BIW10]). The volume function vol : ReppΣn, Gq Ñ R has the following properties:

(1) vol is locally constant on each relative character variety,
(2) (Milnor-Wood inequality) vol is bounded:

| vol | ď 2πpn´ 2q,

(3) (additivity) if Σn is separated by a simple closed curve into two surfaces S1 and S2, then,
for every rϕs P ReppΣn, Gq,

volprϕsq “ volprϕæπ1pS1qsq ` volprϕæπ1pS2qsq,
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(4) for every rϕs P ReppΣn, Gq, there exists an integer kprϕsq satisfying

volprϕsq “ 2πkprϕsq ´

n
ÿ

i“1

ϑpϕpciqq.

Deroin-Tholozan called the integer kprϕsq the relative Euler class of rϕs. We stick to this
terminology.

To conduct explicit computations of the volume of a representation, as it will be the case in the
proof of Lemma 3.3, it is convenient to fix a resolution for group (co)homology. We choose to work
with the bar resolution. The reader is referred to [Nos17, Chapter 7] or [Löh10] for the definition
of the bar complex and all the relevant formulae. The fundamental class rπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnqs can
be expressed in the bar resolution as follows. First consider the 2-chain

(2.4) e :“ pc1, c2q ` pc1c2, c3q ` . . .` pc1c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1, cnq ` p1, 1q

in the bar complex of the group π1pΣnq. The 2-chain pe, c1, . . . , cnq in the relative bar com-
plex of the pair pπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnqq is closed and its homology class is the fundamental class
rπ1pΣnq, Bπ1pΣnqs, see [GHJW97] or [Mar22b, Lemma 4.2.12] for explicit computations.

2.2. Remarkable connected components. Deroin-Tholozan proved in [DT19] that the relative
Euler class of any rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq is bounded above by n ´ 1. Furthermore, they proved that
there exists rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq with kprϕsq “ n´ 1 if and only if

(2.5) α1 ` . . .` αn ą 2πpn´ 1q.

These representations were originally called supra-maximal because they maximize the relative
Euler class. However, these representations do not have maximal volume and are thus not maximal
in the sense of [BIW10]. They even tend to minimize the volume in absolute value. Indeed, if
rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq satisfies kprϕsq “ n´ 1, then

volprϕsq “ 2πpn´ 1q ´ α1 ´ . . .´ αn P p´2π, 0q.

The range of the volume over ReppΣn, Gq, according to the Milnor-Wood inequality stated in
Theorem 2.3, is r´2πpn´2q, 2πpn´2qs. To avoid any further confusion we prefer the terminology
of Deroin-Tholozan representations instead of that of supra-maximal representations.

Definition 2.4. The real number

λ :“ α1 ` . . .` αn ´ 2πpn´ 1q ă 2π

is called the scaling factor. The condition (2.5), or equivalently the condition λ ą 0, is referred to
as the angles condition on α.

Observe that rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq satisfies kprϕsq “ n´ 1 if and only if it satisfies volprϕsq “ ´λ.

Convention 2.5. From now on, and unless otherwise stated, a vector of angles α P p0, 2πqn is
assumed to satisfy the angles condition (2.5).

Definition 2.6. The subset of RepαpΣn, Gq consisting of those classes of representations rϕs with
volprϕsq “ ´λ is called the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety and is denoted by

RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

Any representation whose conjugacy class lies inside RepDT
α pΣn, Gq is called a Deroin-Tholozan

representation.

Theorem 2.7 ([DT19]). The Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety is a nonempty and com-
pact connected component of the relative character variety. It is moreover symplectomorphic to
the complex projective space of complex dimension n´ 3:

`

RepDT
α pΣn, Gq, ωG

˘

–
`

CPn´3, λ ¨ ωFS
˘

,

where ωFS is the Fubini-Study symplectic form on CPn´3 with volume πn´3{pn´ 3q!.

Remark 2.8. These compact connected components were already discovered by Benedetto-Goldman
in the case n “ 4 [BG99].
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Deroin-Tholozan representations have an important property called total ellipticity. A repre-
sentation is called totally elliptic if it maps any simple closed curve to an elliptic element of G.
Total ellipticity for Deroin-Tholozan representation was originally proved in [DT19] for a particu-
lar collection of simple closed curves. The argument generalizes immediately to any simple closed
curve, see [Mar22a].

Proposition 2.9 (total ellipticity). Let a P π1pΣnq denote the homotopy class of a simple closed
curve on Σn. Then ϕpaq P G is elliptic for any rϕs P RepDT

α pΣn, Gq.

Remark 2.10. Tholozan-Toulisse found in [TT21] analogous compact components in character
varieties of representations of π1pΣnq into general Hermitian Lie groups such as SUpp, qq and
Spp2n,Rq. The representations in these components admit very similar properties to Deroin-
Tholozan representations. For instance, they are also totally elliptic, in the sense that the complex
eigenvalues of the images of simple closed curves have modulus 1.

The Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety admits a natural maximal and effective Hamil-
tonian torus action. Recall that a torus action on a symplectic manifold is called maximal if the
dimension of the torus is half the dimension of the manifold and it is called effective if only the
identity element acts trivially. Here, it is constructed following the work of Goldman in [Gol86] on
invariant functions. Recall that the angle of rotation ϑ : E Ñ p0, 2πq is a function invariant under
conjugation defined on the subspace E Ă G of elliptic elements. Therefore, by Proposition 2.9,
any simple closed curve a on Σn gives a Hamiltonian function

ϑa : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq −Ñ p0, 2πq

rϕs ÞÑ ϑpϕpaqq.

The associated Hamiltonian flow Φa has minimal period π, see [DT19]. We refer to this flow
as the twist flow along the curve a. Goldman proved in [Gol86] that two twist flows Φa1 and
Φa2 commute if the curves a1 and a2 are disjoint. Recall that a maximal collection of disjoint
and non-homotopic simple closed curves on Σn has cardinality n ´ 3. Each such collection of
curves therefore defines a Hamiltonian action of the torus pR{πZqn´3 on RepDT

α pΣn, Gq via the
associated twist flows. Since RepDT

α pΣn, Gq has dimension 2pn ´ 3q, this action is maximal and
equips RepDT

α pΣn, Gq with the structure of a symplectic toric manifold.
Deroin-Tholozan proved Theorem 2.7 using Delzant’s classification of symplectic toric mani-

folds, see e.g. [CdS01] for a neat presentation of Delzant’s classification. To any symplectic toric
manifold you can associate a polytope called the moment polytope. Delzant’s classification says
that the moment polytopes of two symplectic toric manifolds agree if and only if the two symplectic
toric manifolds are isomorphic. Here isomorphism means an equivariant symplectomorphism.

The goal of this article is to describe an explicit equivariant symplectomorphism between the
Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety and the complex projective space. This amounts to
describing angle coordinates to supplement the action coordinates given by the moment map.

3. A polygonal model

The coordinates for the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety we are about to construct
depend on the choice of a pants decomposition of Σn. For simplicity, we will only detail the con-
struction for a specific choice of pants decomposition (“without crossroads”) like the one illustrated
on Figure 1. Each other choice of pants decomposition of Σn leads to action-angle coordinates by
the same construction.

The pants decomposition we are considering is determined by a maximal collection of disjoint
and non-homotopic simple closed curves. Specifically, we work with the curves2

bi :“ c´1
i`1c

´1
i ¨ ¨ ¨ c´1

1 P π1pΣnq

2We are abusing terminology here. We use the word “curve” to mean an actual curve on Σn, its free homotopy

class and its lift inside π1pΣnq. Thereafter, the symbols bi and ci should, nevertheless, always be interpreted as
elements of π1pΣnq. If one wishes to repeat the construction of the coordinates from an abstract pants decomposi-

tion, one should start by choosing coherent lifts inside π1pΣnq of the free isotopy classes of the loops defining the

pants decomposition. We refer the reader to Appendix B for more consideration on the issue.
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for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 3, where the curves ci refer to the generators of π1pΣnq fixed in (2.1). The
curves bi are illustrated on Figure 3. We set b0 :“ c´1

1 and bn´2 :“ cn for convenience. Below, we
fix a maximal Hamiltonian torus action on RepDT

α pΣn, Gq using a combination of the twist flows
along the disjoint curves b1, . . . , bn´3, see Section 3.3. To describe angle coordinates for this torus
action, we introduce a polygonal model for Deroin-Tholozan representations.

c1 b1 b2 b3 c6

c2 c3 c4 c5

Figure 3. The case of a 6-punctured sphere: The simple closed curves b1, b2, b3
and the peripheral curves c1, . . . , c6.

Let rϕs denote the conjugacy class of a Deroin-Tholozan representation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ G. By
definition of the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety, ϕpciq is elliptic and satisfies ϑpϕpciqq “

αi for every i “ 1, . . . , n. Let

C1pϕq, . . . , Cnpϕq P H
be the fixed points of ϕpc1q, . . . , ϕpcnq, respectively. Proposition 2.9 says that ϕpbiq is elliptic for
all i “ 1, . . . , n´ 3. Let

B1pϕq, . . . , Bn´3pϕq P H
be the fixed points of ϕpb1q, . . . , ϕpbn´3q, respectively. We emphasize that those fixed points are
associated to the representation ϕ and not to its conjugacy class rϕs. A different representative of
the class rϕs leads to a different set of fixed points. However, for A P G, it holds that CipAϕA

´1q “

A ¨ Cipϕq and BipAϕA
´1q “ A ¨ Bipϕq. This observation motivates the following. Let Hn “

H ˆ . . . ˆ H. We introduce the topological quotient pHn ˆ Hn´3q{G where G acts diagonally on
Hn ˆ Hn´3. We refer to it as the moduli space of point configurations in H. It allows for the
definition of a map

P : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq −Ñ pHn ˆ Hn´3q{G

that sends rϕs to the equivalence class of the points pC1pϕq, . . . , Cnpϕq, B1pϕq, . . . , Bn´3pϕqq in
the moduli space of point configurations. The map P is injective because a Deroin-Tholozan
representation ϕ is entirely determined by the fixed points of ϕpc1q, . . . , ϕpcnq (recall that the
angles of rotation α1, . . . , αn are fixed parameters). Let

ChTriα Ă pHn ˆ Hn´3q{G

denote the image of the map P. The inverse map

P´1 : ChTriα −Ñ RepDT
α pΣn, Gq

maps an equivalence class of points pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q to the conjugacy class of the rep-
resentation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ G that sends each generator ci of π1pΣnq to the rotation of angle αi

around Ci.
The notation ChTriα for the image of P is an abbreviation of chain of triangles and is motivated

by the following construction. Let pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q be a configuration of points in
Hn ˆHn´3 whose isometry class lies in ChTriα. For convenience, we let B0 :“ C1 and Bn´2 :“ Cn.
For every i “ 0, . . . , n´ 3, we consider the oriented geodesic triangle

∆i :“ ∆pBi, Ci`2, Bi`1q
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in the upper half-plane, see Figure 4. The triangles ∆i and ∆i`1 share the common vertex Bi.
The geometric quantities associated to the triangles ∆i, such as their area or interior angles, are
invariant of the isometry class of pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q. We refer to p∆0, . . . ,∆n´3q as a
chain of triangles. We note that the term “necklace” was used in [DT19, §0.3] to hint at the
construction; we will, however, stick to “chain of triangles”. Chains of triangles constitute the
polygonal model for the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety.

‚
B1

‚B2

‚
B3

‚
C1 “ B0

‚
C2

‚
C3

‚
C4

‚
C5

‚
C6 “ B4

∆0

∆1

∆2

∆3

Figure 4. Example of a configuration of the fixed points and the associated
chain of triangles in the case n “ 6.

We advertise two results to convince the reader about the pertinence of the polygonal model
for RepDT

α pΣn, Gq. The first concerns angle coordinates which can be read directly from the chain

of triangles. We prove below in Section 5 that the angles between the geodesic rays
ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`2 and

ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`1 are angle coordinates for the Hamiltonian torus action on RepDT

α pΣn, Gq, see Figure 8.
The second example concerns the action coordinates which also appear as geometric quantities

in the chain of triangles. For i “ 1, . . . , n´ 3, we write

(3.1) βiprϕsq :“ ϑbiprϕsq “ ϑpϕpbiqq

for the angle of rotation of the elliptic element ϕpbiq P G. Let further, in accordance to our previous
conventions, β0prϕsq :“ 2π ´ α1 and βn´2prϕsq :“ αn. The functions βi are the components of the
moment map for the torus action defined by the twist flows along the curves bi. We prove the
following below in Subsection 3.2, see Figure 6.

Lemma 3.1. Let ∆i be a non-degenerate triangle in the chain built from Pprϕsq for some rϕs P

RepDT
α pΣn, Gq. The following holds: The triangle ∆i is clockwise oriented and the interior angle
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C3 ‚

ζ2

C1‚

ζ3

C2

‚

ζ1

π ´ α1{2

π ´ α2{2

C3‚

ζ2

C1‚ζ3

C2

‚

ζ1

π ´ α1{2

π ´ α2{2

Figure 5. The two non-degenerate configurations of fixed points. On the left:
the configuration where ∆pC1, C2, C3q is clockwise oriented and the interior angles
are π´αi{2. On the right: the configuration where ∆pC1, C2, C3q is anti-clockwise
oriented and the interior angles are αi{2.

of ∆i at Bi equals βiprϕsq{2, the interior angle at Ci`2 equals π ´ αi`2{2 and the interior angle
at Bi`1 equals π ´ βi`1prϕsq{2.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to the study of the possible configurations of points
inside ChTriα. We want to find sufficient geometrical conditions for a chain of triangles to be a
configuration of fixed points associated to a Deroin-Tholozan representation. We start with the
case n “ 3 and then explain how the cases n ě 4 are built from the case n “ 3.

3.1. The case of the thrice-punctured sphere. Assume that n “ 3 and let Σ3 be an oriented
and connected sphere with three labelled punctures. Let α “ pα1, α2, α3q P p0, 2πq3 be a triple of
angles. At this stage, we make no particular assumption concerning a lower bound for α1`α2`α3.
Let rϕs P RepαpΣ3, Gq. The following lemma describes the possible configurations of the fixed
points C1, C2, C3 of ϕpc1q, ϕpc2q, ϕpc3q. The lemma is transcribed from [DT19] and the proof is
included for completeness.

Lemma 3.2 ([DT19]). The points C1, C2, C3 P H are arranged in one of the following three
configurations:

(1) All three points coincide and α1 ` α2 ` α3 P t2π, 4πu.
(2) The points form a non-degenerate triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q which is oriented clockwise and

has interior angles π ´ αi{2 at Ci for i “ 1, 2, 3. Moreover, α1 ` α2 ` α3 ą 4π.
(3) The points form a non-degenerate triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q which is oriented anti-clockwise

and has interior angles αi{2 at Ci for i “ 1, 2, 3. Moreover, α1 ` α2 ` α3 ă 2π.

Proof. Assume that Ci “ Cj for some i ‰ j. Let k P t1, 2, 3u be the third index. Up to permutation
of i and j, it holds that ϕpckq “ ϕpciq

´1ϕpcjq´1 because c1c2c3 “ 1 by assumption. So, ϕpckq fixes
both Ck and Ci “ Cj . Therefore, all three points must coincide because ϕpckq is elliptic. It means
that ϕpc1q, ϕpc2q and ϕpc3q are rotations about the same point. Since their product is the identity,
α1 ` α2 ` α3 is an integer multiple of 2π.

Assume now that C1, C2 and C3 are distinct. Let ζ3 be the geodesic through C1 and C2. Let
ζ2 be the image of ζ3 by a clockwise rotation of π ´ α1{2 around C1. Let ζ1 be the image of
ζ3 by an anti-clockwise rotation of π ´ α2{2 around C2, see Figure 5. We denote by τi : H Ñ H
the reflection through the geodesic ζi. By construction, ϕpc1q “ τ2τ3 and ϕpc2q “ τ3τ1. Hence,
ϕpc3q “ ϕpc2q´1ϕpc1q´1 “ τ1τ2. Since ϕpc3q fixes C3, the geodesics ζ1 and ζ2 must intersect at C3.

We distinguish two cases according to the orientation of ∆pC1, C2, C3q.

‚ First, assume that the triangle is clockwise oriented. It that case, τ2τ3 is a clockwise
rotation around C1 of twice the interior angle at C1. Since ϕpc1q is by definition an anti-
clockwise rotation of angle α1 around C1 and ϕpc1q “ τ2τ3, the interior angle at C1 must
be π ´ α1{2. For the same reason, the interior angles at C2 and C3 are π ´ α2{2 and
π´α3{2, respectively. The positive area of the triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q is equal to the angle
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defect:

π ´

3
ÿ

i“1

pπ ´ αi{2q “
1

2
pα1 ` α2 ` α3 ´ 4πq.

We conclude that α1 ` α2 ` α3 ą 4π.
‚ Conversely, if the triangle is anti-clockwise oriented, then the same argument shows that
the interior angle at Ci is αi{2. In this case, the positive area of the triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q

is equal to

π ´

3
ÿ

i“1

αi{2 “
1

2
p2π ´ α1 ´ α2 ´ α3q.

We conclude that α1 ` α2 ` α3 ă 2π.

□

A consequence of Lemma 3.2 is that RepαpΣ3, Gq is empty whenever α1 ` α2 ` α3 P p2π, 4πq.
The next lemma shows that the volume of rϕs is directly proportional to the signed area of the
triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q.

Lemma 3.3. Let rϕs P RepαpΣ3, Gq. Then

volprϕsq “ ´2 ¨ r∆pC1, C2, C3qs.

Proof. The proof is an explicit computation of volprϕsq from Definition 2.2. The computations are
conducted in the bar resolution for group cohomology and use the explicit form of the fundamental
class rπ1pΣ3q, Bπ1pΣ3qs described in (2.4).

Let z be a base point in H. We start by computing the preimage of the cocycle ϕ˚κ P

H2
b pπ1pΣ3q;Rq under the isomorphism j : H2

b pπ1pΣ3q, Bπ1pΣ3q;Rq Ñ H2
b pπ1pΣ3q;Rq. This means

finding primitives for ϕ˚c : π1pΣ3q ˆ π1pΣ3q Ñ R restricted to the subgroup xciy of π1pΣ3q, where
c is the cocycle defined in (2.2). For i “ 1, 2, 3, consider the functions ki : xciy Ñ R defined by

kipciq :“ r∆pCi, z, ϕpciqzqs.

We claim that the functions ki are the desired primitives. By definiton of the bar complex, ki is a
primitive for ϕ˚c restricted to xciy if for any two integers a and b, it holds that kipc

a
i q ` kipc

b
i q ´

kipc
a`b
i q “ cpϕpciq

a, ϕpciq
bq. We compute kipc

a
i q ` kipc

b
i q ´ kipc

a`b
i q. This is, by definition of ki,

equal to

r∆pCi, z, ϕpciq
azqs ` r∆pCi, z, ϕpciq

bzqs ´ r∆pCi, z, ϕpciq
a`bzqs.

Since ϕpciq
a is an orientation-preserving isometry of the upper half-plane that fixes Ci, it holds

that

r∆pCi, z, ϕpciq
bzqs “ r∆pCi, ϕpciq

az, ϕpciq
a`bzqs.

Now, we use the following formula. For any four points A,B,C,D in H, we have

(3.2) r∆pA,B,Cqs ` r∆pC,D,Aqs “ r∆pB,C,Dqs ` r∆pB,D,Aqs.

Note that this property is equivalent to the cocycle formula (2.3). Formula (3.2) can be obtained
by double counting of the area of the quadrilateral ABCD.

A

C

D

B
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Thus, with A “ Ci, B “ z, C “ ϕpciq
az and D “ ϕpciq

a`bz, we deduce

kipc
a
i q ` kipc

b
i q ´ kipc

a`b
i q “ r∆pz, ϕpciq

az, ϕpciq
a`bzqs

“ cpϕpciq
a, ϕpciq

bq.

This proves the claim. Hence

j´1pϕ˚κq “ rpϕ˚c, k1, k2, k3qs.

Definition 2.2 says that

volprϕsq “ rpϕ˚c, k1, k2, k3qs " rπ1pΣ3q, Bπ1pΣ3qs.

Recall that rπ1pΣ3q, Bπ1pΣ3qs is the homology class of the 2-chain pe, c1, c2, c3q where e was explic-
itly described in (2.4). Using the explicit expression of the cap product in the bar complex, see
e.g. [KM96, Proposition 5.8], we obtain

volprϕsq “ pϕ˚cqpeq ´ k1pc1q ´ k2pc2q ´ k3pc3q

“ r∆pz, ϕpc1qz, ϕpc1c2qzqs ` r∆pz, ϕpc1c2qz, ϕpc1c2c3qzqs ` r∆pz, z, zqs

´ r∆pC1, z, ϕpc1qzqs ´ r∆pC2, z, ϕpc2qzqs ´ r∆pC3, z, ϕpc3qzqs

“ r∆pz, ϕpc1qz, ϕpc1c2qzqs ´

3
ÿ

i“1

r∆pCi, z, ϕpciqzqs.(3.3)

The volume is independent of the choice of the base point z, so we may as well assume z “ C1.
After obvious cancellations, (3.3) becomes

volprϕsq “ r∆pC1, C2, ϕpc2qC1qs ` r∆pC1, C3, ϕpc3qC1qs.

Using ϕpc3qC1 “ ϕpc2q´1C1, we further compute

volprϕsq “ r∆pC1, C2, ϕpc2qC1qs ` r∆pϕpc2qC1, ϕpc2qC3, C1qs.(3.4)

We make use of (3.2) again. Letting A “ C1, B “ C2, C “ ϕpc2qC1 and D “ ϕpc2qC3, the relation
(3.4) becomes

volprϕsq “ r∆pC2, ϕpc2qC1, ϕpc2qC3qs ` r∆pC2, ϕpc2qC3, C1qs

“ ´r∆pC1, C2, C3qs ` r∆pC1, C2, ϕpc2qC3qs.(3.5)

If C1 “ C2 “ C3 then volprϕsq “ 0 by (3.5), and so volprϕsq “ ´2r∆pC1, C2, C3qs as desired.
Otherwise, we know from the proof of Lemma 3.2 that all three points are distinct and ϕpc2q “ τ3τ1.
Observe that the triangle ∆pC1, C2, ϕpc2qC3q is the image under τ3 of the triangle ∆pC1, C2, C3q

because τ3 fixes C1 and C2 and τ1 fixes C3. Hence, for τ3 is orientation-reversing,

r∆pC1, C2, ϕpc2qC3qs “ ´r∆pC1, C2, C3qs.

and (3.5) becomes volprϕsq “ ´2r∆pC1, C2, C3qs. This finishes the proof of the lemma. □

We can compile the conclusions of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 into the following summary table,
see Table 1.

angles volume relative Euler class
configuration

of ∆pC1, C2, C3q

ř

αi P t2π, 4πu 0
k “ 1 if

ř

αi “ 2π,
k “ 2 if

ř

αi “ 4π
C1 “ C2 “ C3

ř

αi ą 4π 4π ´
ř

αi k “ 2
clockwise oriented,

interior angles π ´ αi{2
ř

αi ă 2π 2π ´
ř

αi k “ 1
anti-clockwise oriented,
interior angles αi{2

Table 1. Summary of the different configurations of fixed points in the case n “ 3.
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So far, we discussed the properties of the elements of RepαpΣ3, Gq. Now, we address the
question of existence and uniqueness of such elements. If α1 ` α2 ` α3 ą 4π, then there exists a
unique clockwise oriented triangle ∆α in H, up to orientation-preserving isometries, with interior
angles π ´ αi{2. The composition of the reflections through the sides of ∆α, as in the proof of
Lemma 3.2, defines an element of RepαpΣ3, Gq. This element is unique because ∆α is unique up
to isometry. If α1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 4π, then ∆α is degenerate to a point. The rotations of angle
αi around that point define an element of RepαpΣ3, Gq. This element is unique because G acts
transitively on the upper half-plane. The case α1 ` α2 ` α3 ď 2π is similar. In conclusion, we
obtain

Lemma 3.4. If α1 ` α2 ` α3 P p0, 2πs Y r4π, 6πq, then RepαpΣ3, Gq is a singleton and ChTriα
consists only of the isometry class of ∆α. If α1`α2`α3 P p2π, 4πq, then RepαpΣ3, Gq and ChTriα
are empty.

3.2. The general case. Let us first prove that the chain of triangles associated to a Deroin-
Tholozan representation has the geometric properties stated in Lemma 3.1. The curves b1, . . . , bn´3

illustrated in Figure 3 define a pants decomposition of Σn into n ´ 2 pair of pants P0, . . . , Pn´3.
The pair of pants Pi has boundary curves b´1

i , ci`2 and bi`1 (with the convention that b0 “

c´1
1 and bn´2 “ cn). Let rϕs P RepDT

α pΣn, Gq. The conjugacy class rϕæPi
s of the restriction

of ϕ to Pi lies in the relative character variety Repϖi
pPi, Gq where ϖi is the vector of angles

p2π ´ βiprϕsq, αi`2, βi`1prϕsqq. Indeed, the functions βi, introduced in (3.1), measure the angle of
rotation of the evaluation on the curve bi. Deroin-Tholozan observed in [DT19] that the relative
Euler classes of all the rϕæPi

s are automatically maximal. The argument is simple. Since the
volume of a representation is additive, it holds that volprϕsq “ volprϕæP0

sq ` . . .` volprϕæPn´3
sq or

equivalently

2πpn´ 1q ´

n
ÿ

i“1

αi “

n´3
ÿ

i“0

`

2πkprϕæPi
sq ´ p2π ´ βiprϕsq ` αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsqq

˘

(3.6)

“ 2π
n´3
ÿ

i“0

kprϕæPi
sq ´ 2πpn´ 3q ´

n
ÿ

i“1

αi.

So, we conclude kprϕæP0
sq ` . . .` kprϕæPn´3

sq “ 2pn´ 2q. Table 1 says that kprϕæPi
sq P t1, 2u for

every i. Therefore, it must hold kprϕæPi
sq “ 2 for every i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 3 and the relative Euler

class of each rϕæPi
s is indeed maximal.

We can apply the case distinction of Table 1 to the triangles ∆0, . . . ,∆n´3 built from Pprϕsq.
Let ∆i be any of these triangles. For kprϕæPi

sq “ 2, we have 2π´ βiprϕsq `αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ě 4π
or equivalently

αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq ě 2π.

If αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq ą 2π, then ∆i is a non-degenerate, clockwise oriented, triangle
with interior angles βiprϕsq{2, π ´ αi`1{2 and π ´ βi`1prϕsq{2, such as stated in Lemma 3.1. If
αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq “ 2π, then ∆i is degenerate to a point. In both cases,

volprϕæPi
sq “ ´2r∆is “ ´pαi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq ´ 2πq.

Observe that, thanks to the clockwise orientation of ∆i, its area is always nonnegative. Table 2
summarizes the above discussion.

It turns out that Lemma 3.1 completely determines ChTriα in the case the triangles are non-
degenerate. This allows for a purely geometric description of the subset ChTriα of the moduli
space of point configurations in H. This is the purpose of Lemma 3.5. In the case none of the
triangles are degenerate, there is a cleaner formulation of the sufficient conditions for a chain of
triangles to lie in ChTriα. We state it as Corollary 3.6.

Lemma 3.5. Let pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q be a configuration of points in the upper half-plane
and let p∆0, . . . ,∆n´3q be the chain of triangles defined by ∆i “ ∆pBi, Ci`2, Bi`1q, with the usual
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angles volprϕæPi
sq

configuration of
∆i “ ∆pBi, Ci`2, Bi`1q

αi`2 ` βi`1 ´ βi ą 2π ´pαi`2 ` βi`1 ´ βi ´ 2πq

clockwise oriented,

interior angles βi{2,

π ´ αi`2{2 and π ´ βi`1{2

αi`2 ` βi`1 ´ βi “ 2π 0
degenerate,

Bi “ Ci`2 “ Bi`1.

Table 2. The two different natures of rϕæPi
s.

convention that B0 “ C1 and Bn´2 “ Cn. Further, for i “ 0, . . . , n´ 4, let

βi`1 :“
i
ÿ

j“0

2r∆js ´

i`2
ÿ

j“1

αj ` 2pi` 2qπ.

The isometry class of pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q lies in ChTriα if and only if the following con-
ditions on ∆0, . . . ,∆n´3 are fulfilled.

(1) If r∆is ą 0, then ∆i is clockwise oriented and has interior angle βi{2 at Bi, π ´ αi`2{2
at Ci`2 and π ´ βi`1{2 at Bi`1. Moreover, if i “ 0, then ∆0 has interior angle π ´ α1{2
at C1 and if i “ n´ 3, then ∆n´3 has interior angle π ´ αn{2 at Cn.

(2) If r∆is “ 0, then Bi “ Ci`2 “ Bi`1.

Proof. The forward implication follows from the discussion that led to Table 2. To prove the
backward implication, start with a configuration of points pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q in the upper
half-plane that satisfy the properties (1) and (2). We construct a Deroin-Tholozan representation
rϕs such that Pprϕsq is the isometry class of pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q. Define ϕpciq to be the
rotation of angle αi with fixed point Ci. We first claim that ϕ is a representation π1pΣnq into G, i.e.
ϕpc1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpcnq “ 1. Indeed, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we observe that ϕpc2q´1ϕpc1q´1

is a rotation of angle

2r∆0s ´ α1 ´ α2 ` 4π

around B1. This angle is by definition equal to β1. Similarly, ϕpcn´2q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpc1q´1 is a rotation
of angle

2r∆n´4s ´ αn´2 ´ p2π ´ βn´4q ` 4π

around Bn´3. Again, observe that this angle is by definition equal to βn´3. Moreover, the
same argument shows that ϕpcn´1qϕpcnq is also a rotation of angle βn´3 around Bn´3. Hence
ϕpcn´2q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpc1q´1 “ ϕpcn´1qϕpcnq. This proves that ϕ is a representation of π1pΣnq into G. It
is immediate from the definition of ϕ that rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq. We now prove that volprϕsq “ ´λ.
In fact, using both the additivity of the volume and Lemma 3.3, we obtain

volprϕsq “ ´2
n´3
ÿ

i“0

r∆is.

We express r∆n´3s in therms of the interior angles of ∆n´3:

´2r∆n´3s “ ´2π ` p2π ´ αnq ` p2π ´ αn´1q ` βn´3

“ 2π ´ αn ´ αn´1 ` βn´3.

By definition of βn´3 it holds

´2
n´4
ÿ

i“0

r∆is “ ´βn´3 ´

n´2
ÿ

i“1

αi ` 2pn´ 2qπ.

We conclude that volprϕsq “ 2πpn ´ 1q ´
řn

i“1 αi “ ´λ and thus rϕs P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq. By

construction, the chain of triangles built from Pprϕsq is p∆0, . . . ,∆n´3q. We conclude that the
isometry class of pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q lies in ChTriα as desired. □
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If all the triangles are non-degenerate, then Lemma 3.5 admits a cleaner formulation which we
state as a corollary.

Corollary 3.6. Let pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q be a configuration of points in the upper half-plane
and let p∆0, . . . ,∆n´3q be the chain of triangles it defines. Assume that none of the triangles ∆i

are degenerate. The isometry class of pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q lies in ChTriα if and only if the
following conditions on ∆0, . . . ,∆n´3 are fulfilled.

(1) The triangle ∆i is clockwise oriented and has interior angle π´αi`2{2 at Ci`2. Moreover,
if i “ 0, then ∆0 has interior angle π´α1{2 at C1 and if i “ n´3, then ∆n´3 has interior
angle π ´ αn{2 at Cn.

(2) The interior angles of ∆i and ∆i`1 at their common vertex Bi`1 are supplementary.

The conditions of Corollary 3.6 are illustrated on Figure 6.

‚
B1

‚B2

‚
B3

‚
C1

‚
C2

‚
C3

‚
C4

‚
C5

‚
C6

π ´ α1{2

π ´ α2{2

π ´ α3{2

π ´ α4{2

π ´ α5{2

π ´ α6{2

π ´ β1{2

β1{2

π ´ β2{2

β2{2

π ´ β3{2

β3{2

Figure 6. Example of a configuration of points whose isometry class lies in
ChTriα in the case n “ 6.

Remark 3.7. We point out thatPpϕq makes sense for any totally elliptic representation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ

G and not only for Deroin-Tholozan representations. The triangles in the induced chain, however,
do not need to be clockwise oriented (whereas it is the case for Deroin-Tholozan representations by
Lemma 3.5). This makes it harder to define similar coordinates for such totally elliptic represen-
tations. Nevertheless, the question whether totally elliptic representations rϕs P RepαpΣn, Gq are
necessarily of type Deroin-Tholozan (i.e. satisfy volprϕsq “ ´λ) remains, to the author’s knowl-
edge, open for n ě 5. The claim is true for n P t3, 4u because of volume considerations, as
explained in [Mar22a, Remark 2.8].
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3.3. The torus action revisited. We explained how to use Proposition 2.9 to associate to a
maximal collection of simple closed curves on Σn a maximal torus action on the Deroin-Tholozan
relative character variety. In this section we first fix a parametrization of the maximal torus action
associated to the curves b1, . . . , bn´3 we intend to work with. We should emphasize that our choice
of parametrization is different from that of Deroin-Tholozan in [DT19]. Deroin-Tholozan work with
the torus action given by the Hamiltonian flows of the functions β1, . . . , βn´3 : RepDT

α pΣn, Gq Ñ

p0, 2πq defined in (3.1). We choose to consider the Hamiltonian flows of the functions 1{2pβi`1´βiq
instead. They define an effective action

(3.7) Tn´3 :“ pR{2πZqn´3 ýRepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

The reason for considering 1{2pβi`1 ´ βiq instead of βi is that the expression 1{2pβi`1 ´ βiq is up
to constant equal to the area of the triangle ∆i, see Table 2.

To see that the Hamiltonian flows of the functions 1{2pβi`1 ´ βiq indeed give an effective
torus action, we follow [Gol86, §4] and write down explicitly the action on representations. For
θ “ pθ1, . . . , θn´3q P Rn´3 we introduce the notation

θi :“ θi ´ θi´1, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 3,

where it is understood that θ0 “ 0. The unique elliptic element of G that fixes z P H with angle
of rotation ϑ P p0, 2πq is denoted by

rotϑpzq,

see also (6.4). Let rϕs P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq and let Bi P H be the fixed point of ϕpbiq, with the

convention that Bn´2 “ Cn is the fixed point of ϕpcnq. Under the action (3.7) the image of
θ P Rn´3 acting on rϕs P RepDT

α pΣn, Gq is the conjugacy class of the representation θ ¨ ϕ given by

pθ ¨ ϕqpciq “

˜

i´2
ź

j“1

rotθj
pBjq

¸

¨ ϕpciq ¨

˜

i´2
ź

j“1

rotθj
pBjq

¸´1

.

Or more explicitly

(3.8)

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

pθ ¨ ϕqpc1q “ ϕpc1q,

pθ ¨ ϕqpc2q “ ϕpc2q,

pθ ¨ ϕqpc3q “ rotθ1
pB1q ¨ ϕpc3q ¨ rotθ1

pB1q´1,

pθ ¨ ϕqpc4q “ rotθ1
pB1q rotθ2

pB2q ¨ ϕpc4q ¨ rotθ2
pB2q´1 rotθ1

pB1q´1,
...

pθ ¨ ϕqpcn´1q “

´

śn´3
i“1 rotθi

pBiq

¯

¨ ϕpcn´1q ¨

´

śn´3
i“1 rotθi

pBiq

¯´1

,

pθ ¨ ϕqpcnq “

´

śn´3
i“1 rotθi

pBiq

¯

¨ ϕpcnq ¨

´

śn´3
i“1 rotθi

pBiq

¯´1

.

Observe that both ϕpcn´1q and ϕpcnq are conjugated by the same element because they correspond
to the same triangle in the chain built from Pprϕsq. We leave it to the reader to check that the
Rn´3-action (3.8) is a well-defined group action that is 2π-periodic in each factor. The reader
is referred to [Gol86] for explanations on how the explicit action (3.8) corresponds to the torus
action (3.7) given by the Hamiltonian flows of the functions 1{2pβi`1 ´ βiq.

The action (3.7) is a Hamiltonian torus action on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq equipped with the symplectic

form 1{λ ¨ ωG with moment map µ : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ Rn´3 defined by

(3.9) µiprϕsq :“
1

2λ
pαi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq ´ 2πq.

Recall that λ is the scaling factor introduced in Definition 2.4. Comparing Table 2 one observes
that

µiprϕsq “
1

λ
r∆is.
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The image of µ inside Rn´3 is the moment polytope for the action of Tn´3 on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

The area of the triangles in a chain corresponding to an element of RepDT
α pΣn, Gq are nonnegative

numbers that sum up to λ{2:

r∆is P r0, λ{2s Ă r0, πq, r∆0s ` . . .` r∆n´3s “ λ{2.

This is a consequence of the additivity of the volume and Lemma 3.3; the computation is similar
to (3.6). Hence

(3.10) µi P r0, 1{2s, µ1 ` . . .` µn´3 ď 1{2.

This shows that the moment polytope is the pn ´ 3q-simplex in Rn´3 with side length 1{2. If we
compare Lemma 3.5 and the range of r∆is we deduce

(3.11) βi P

«

2pi` 1qπ ´

i`1
ÿ

j“1

αj ,
n
ÿ

j“i`2

αj ´ 2πpn´ i´ 2q

ff

Ă p0, 2πq.

Observe that the length of the range of the function βi is equal to λ and that the range of the
function βi`1 is obtained from that of βi by a translation of 2π ´ αi`2. The moment polytope
equations (3.10) translated in terms of βi read

$

&

%

β1 ě 4π ´ α1 ´ α2,
βi ´ βi`1 ď αi`2 ´ 2π, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 4,
βn´3 ď αn´1 ` αn ´ 2π.

Lemma 3.8. The fibre of the moment map µ over a point of the moment polytope is an embedded
torus of dimension k P t0, . . . , n´3u in RepDT

α pΣn, Gq, where pn´3q´k is the number of degenerate
triangles in the chain associated to any element of the fibre.

Lemma 3.8 is a standard fact about symplectic toric manifolds. The toric fibres of maximal
dimension n´ 3 form an open dense subset of RepDT

α pΣn, Gq. They are called regular fibres of the
moment map. Their union is the preimage under µ of the interior of the moment polytope. We
denote this subspace by

R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq Ă RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

It is a full measure subset that consists exactly of the points where Tn´3 acts freely.
The torus action (3.7) explicitly described by (3.8) may look, in the words of a retired analyst,

baroque. It can be easily visualized if we translate it to our polygon model. This is yet another
pleasant feature of the polygonal model for the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety. For
this purpose, we declare the bijection P : RepDT

α pΣn, Gq Ñ ChTriα to be equivariant and define
therewith an action of Tn´3 on ChTriα. Let θ P Tn´3. We denote the fixed points of pθ ¨ ϕqpciq
and pθ ¨ ϕqpbiq by Cθ

i and Bθ
i , respectively. From (3.8), we obtain that

(3.12) Cθ
1 “ C1, Cθ

2 “ C2, Cθ
3 “ rotθ1

pB1q ¨ C3, . . . , Cθ
n “

n´3
ź

i“1

rotθi
pBiq ¨ Cn,

and

(3.13) Bθ
1 “ B1, Bθ

2 “ rotθ1
pB1q ¨B2, . . . , Bθ

n´3 “

n´4
ź

i“1

rotθi
pBiq ¨Bn´3.

This means that θ P Tn´3 acts on a chain of triangles in ChTriα by successive anti-clockwise
rotations of the sub-chain of triangles ∆i, . . . ,∆n´3 by an angle θi around Bi, see Figure 7.

4. Complex projective coordinates

In this section, we construct an explicit equivariant symplectomorphism from RepDT
α pΣn, Gq to

CPn´3. It is based on the polygonal model developed in the previous section.
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∆0
∆1

∆2

`π
4

‚

B1

´π
4

‚B2

Figure 7. The action of pθ1, θ2q “ p´π{4, 0q P T2 in the case n “ 5. The initial
configuration is drawn on top. The intermediate configuration is obtained after
rotating the triangles ∆1 and ∆2 together anti-clockwise by an angle θ1 “ ´π{4
around B1. The triangle ∆0 is not moved during this step. The final configuration
is obtained from the intermediate configuration after rotating the triangle ∆2

anti-clockwise by an angle θ2 “ π{4 around B2. The triangles ∆0 and ∆1 are not
moved during this step.
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4.1. Definition of the map. Let rϕs P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq. We associate to rϕs a collection of pa-

rameters defined using the chain of triangles ∆0, . . . ,∆n´3 built from Pprϕsq P ChTriα. The first
collection of parameters a0, . . . , an´3 : RepDT

α pΣn, Gq Ñ r0,8q are called area parameters and are
defined to be twice the area of the triangle ∆i:

aiprϕsq :“ 2r∆is, i “ 0, . . . , n´ 3.

Lemma 3.1 implies that

(4.1) aiprϕsq “ αi`2 ` βi`1prϕsq ´ βiprϕsq ´ 2π ě 0.

Each area parameter takes value in r0, λs and their sum is constant and equal to the scaling factor
λ ą 0. This was already observed earlier when we computed the moment polytope for the moment
map (3.9). In particular, at least one area parameter is nonzero. Since the functions βi are analytic
functions of RepDT

α pΣn, Gq (see Lemma 6.3), the area parameters are analytic functions as well.
Observe that, because of (3.9), it holds that

(4.2) aiprϕsq “ 2λ ¨ µiprϕsq.

The second set of parameters σ1, . . . , σn´3 : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ R{2πZ are called angle param-

eters. Their definition is more subtle as one needs to consider the case where some triangles of
the chain are degenerate to a point. First, assume that aiprϕsq ‰ 0 for every i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 3 or
equivalently that rϕs lies in a regular fibre of the moment map. This ensures that the fixed points
Bipϕq, Ci`1pϕq, Ci`2pϕq, abbreviated Bi, Ci`1, Ci`2 below, are distinct points for every i. In this
case, we define, for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 3, the angle γiprϕsq P R{2πZ to be the oriented angle between

the geodesic rays
ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`2 and

ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`1 (see Figure 8):

γiprϕsq :“ =p
ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`2,

ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`1q.

In less rigorous words, γi is the angle between the triangle ∆i`1 and the triangle ∆i. In the case
that some of the area parameters vanish, we define γiprϕsq P R{2πZ to be

γiprϕsq :“

$

&

%

0, if ajprϕsq “ 0,@j ă i,
π ´ αi`2{2, if aiprϕsq “ 0 and Dj ă i, ajprϕsq ą 0,

=p
ÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCi`2,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BiCmpiq`2q, if aiprϕsq ą 0 and Dj ă i, ajprϕsq ą 0,

where mpiq is the largest index smaller than i such that ampiqprϕsq ą 0, see Figure 8. Whenever rϕs

lies in a regular fibre of the moment map, then mpiq “ i´1 for every i, showing that the definition
of γi is consistent. Note that the parameters γiprϕsq are well-defined in the sense that if aiprϕsq ą 0
then Bi ‰ Ci`2 and Bi ‰ Cmpiq`2. We finally define the angle parameters σiprϕsq P R{2πZ for
i “ 1, . . . , n´ 3 by

σiprϕsq :“
i
ÿ

j“1

γjprϕsq.

Below, we will refer to both sets of parameters tγ1, . . . , γn´3u and tσ1, . . . , σn´3u as angle parame-

ters, without distinction. The angle parameters γi and σi are analytic functions on R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq

and may have points of discontinuity on the complement of R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq.
Area and angle parameters completely characterize Deroin-Tholozan representations. To see

this, we introduce the map

C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3

rϕs ÞÑ

”

a

a0prϕsq :
a

a1prϕsqeiσ1prϕsq : . . . :
a

an´3prϕsqeiσn´3prϕsq
ı

.(4.3)

Recall that the area parameters are nonnegative and cannot vanish all at once. Moreover, recall
that both the area and angle parameters are geometric invariants of Pprϕsq P ChTriα. We thus
see that the map C : RepDT

α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is well-defined.
Recall that the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety has the structure of a symplectic

toric manifold with symplectic form 1{λ ¨ωG and the torus action (3.7). We equip CPn´3 with the
Fubini-Study symplectic form ωFS of volume πn´3{pn´3q!, see e.g. [CdS01] for more details on the
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‚
C1

‚
C2

‚
C3

‚
C4

‚
C5

‚
B1 ‚

B2

γ1
γ2a0 a1

a2 ‚
C1

‚
C2

‚
B1 “ C3 “ B2

‚
C4

‚
C5

γ2

a0
a2

a1 “ 0

γ1 “ π ´ α3{2

Figure 8. The angles γi for two configurations of fixed points in the case n “ 5.
The left picture corresponds to a representation in a regular fiber of the moment
map. The right picture corresponds to a representation for which a1 vanishes.

symplectic nature of the complex projective space. We further equip CPn´3 with the Tn´3-action
defined in homogeneous coordinates by

(4.4) θ ¨ rz0 : z1 : . . . : zn´3s :“ rz0 : e´iθ1z1 : . . . : e´iθn´3zn´3s, θ P Tn´3.

This action is a maximal effective Hamiltonian torus action with moment map

(4.5) νprz0 : z1 : . . . : zn´3sq :“

ˆ

|z1|2

2|z|
, . . . ,

|zn´3|2

2|z|

˙

P Rn´3,

where |z|2 :“ |z0|2 ` |z1|2 ` . . .` |zn´3|2. The main result of this paper is

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem B). The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 defined in (4.3) is an iso-

morphism of symplectic toric manifolds. In other words, C is an equivariant diffeomorphism such
that

µ “ ν ˝ C and C˚ωFS “ 1{λ ¨ ωG .

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is unfolded, step by step, below. The main difficulty in the proof is
showing that the map C is differentiable at the points in the irregular fibres of the moment map

— that is, on the complement of R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq. On these fibres the area parameters can vanish
causing the angles parameters γi to be discontinuous.

A direct consequence of Theorem 4.1, already pointed out in [DT19], says that the symplectic
volume of the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety is equal to

pλπqn´3

pn´ 3q!
.

4.2. A Wolpert-type formula. Theorem 4.1 implies that the coordinates

ta1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3u

are action-angle coordinates for the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety. In particular, as a
corollary of Theorem 4.1, we prove that the coordinates are Darboux coordinates for the Goldman
symplectic form.

Corollary 4.2 (Theorem C). The restriction of the Goldman form on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq to R̊ep

DT

α pΣn, Gq

can be written as

ωG “
1

2

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dai ^ dσi “
1

2

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dγi ^ dβi.
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Proof. At any point rz0 : z1 : . . . : zn´3s P CPn´3 for which zi ‰ 0 for all i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 3, the
Fubini-Study form can be written as

ωFS “

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dνi ^ dθi,

where pν1, . . . , νn´3q are the components of the moment map (4.5) and θi is the complex argument
of zi (defined up to a constant). The coordinates tν1, . . . , νn´3, θ1, . . . , θn´3u are action-angle
coordinates for the integrable dynamics on CPn´3 defined by (4.4). Theorem 4.1 says that ωG “

λ ¨C˚ωFS . It also implies C˚dνi “ dµi “ dai{p2λq (where we used (4.2)) and C˚dθi “ dσi. Hence,

on R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq, it holds that

ωG “ λ ¨ C˚ωFS “ λ
n´3
ÿ

i“1

C˚dνi ^ C˚dθi “
1

2

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dai ^ dσi.

Using dai “ dβi`1 ´ dβi, with dβ0 “ dβn´2 “ 0, and dσi`1 ´ dσi “ dγi`1, it follows that

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dai ^ dσi “

n´3
ÿ

i“1

dγi ^ dβi.

□

Corollary 4.2 implies that, even if the definition of the coordinates ta1, . . . , an´3, σ1, . . . , σn´3u

depends on the choice of a pants decomposition of Σn, the 2-form
řn´3

i“1 da1 ^dσi does not. This is
because the Goldman symplectic form on the Deroin-Tholozan relative character variety is defined
without any reference to a pants decomposition.

5. Proof of Theorem 4.1

In this section we prove that the map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 defined in (4.3) is an equi-

variant symplectomorphism.

5.1. Homeomorphism property. We start by proving

Proposition 5.1. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is a homeomorphism.

To prove Proposition 5.1, we first show that C is a continuous bijection. This is done in
Lemmata 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 below. Then, since RepDT

α pΣn, Gq is compact by Theorem 2.7 and
CPn´3 is a Hausdorff space, it follows that C is a homeomorphism.

Remark 5.2. This is the only place where we use that RepDT
α pΣn, Gq is compact. It is not hopeless

to, alternatively, finish the proof of Proposition 5.1 by computing the inverse map of C and prove
that it is continuous. This would be a proof that RepDT

α pΣn, Gq is homeomorphic to CPn´3 that
does not use the compactness result of [DT19].

Lemma 5.3. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is surjective.

Proof. Let rz0 : . . . : zn´3s P CPn´3. We may assume that |z0|2 ` . . . ` |zn´3|2 “ λ and that the
first nonzero zi is a positive real number. The goal is to build a representation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ G
such that rϕs P RepDT

α pΣn, Gq and Cprϕsq “ rz0 : . . . : zn´3s. To do so, we build a chain of
triangles satisfying the properties of Lemma 3.5 such that the corresponding Deroin-Tholozan
representation has the desired image under C. The triangles are constructed in n´2 steps starting
with ∆0.

(0) Step 0. Let C1 be any point in H. If z0 “ 0, then we let C2 :“ B1 :“ C1. Now, assume
z0 ‰ 0. By assumption, z0 is a positive real number. First, observe that |z0|2{2 “ z20{2 ď

λ{2 ă π. Further, let β1 :“ z20 ´ α1 ´ α2 ` 4π. Note that, since 4π ą α1 ` α2 and
λ ´ α1 ´ α2 ă ´2π, it holds β1 P p0, 2πq. In particular, there exists a clockwise oriented
hyperbolic triangle ∆0 “ ∆pC1, C2, B1q such that

‚ ∆0 has area z20{2,
‚ ∆0 has interior angles π ´ α1{2 at C1 and π ´ α2{2 at C2.
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The triangle ∆0 is not uniquely determined as it can be arbitrarily rotated around C1.
We fix one such triangle ∆0. By construction, ∆0 has interior angle π ´ β1{2 at B1.

(1) Step 1. If z1 “ 0, then we let C3 “ B2 “ B1. Now, assume z1 ‰ 0. Again, observe that
|z1|2{2 ď λ{2 ă π and β2 :“ |z1|2 ´ α3 ` β1 ` 2π P p0, 2πq, because ´α3 ` β1 ` 2π ě

6π ´ α1 ´ α2 ´ α3 ą 0 and λ´ α1 ´ α2 ´ α3 ă ´4π. So, there exists a clockwise oriented
hyperbolic triangle ∆1 “ ∆pB1, C3, B2q such that

‚ ∆1 has area |z1|2{2,
‚ ∆1 has interior angles π ´ α3{2 at C3 and β1{2 at B1.

If z0 “ 0, then as before ∆1 can be arbitrarily rotated around B1. If z0 ‰ 0, then ∆1 is
uniquely determined if we further impose

‚ the angle =p
ÝÝÝÑ
B1C3,

ÝÝÝÑ
B1C2q is equal to the complex argument of z1.

If ∆1 is non-degenerate, then by construction it has interior angle π ´ β2{2 at B2.
(2) Step 2. If z2 “ 0, then we let C4 “ B3 “ B2. Now, assume z2 ‰ 0. It holds |z2|2{2 ď

λ{2 ă π and β3 :“ |z2|2 ´ α4 ` β2 ` 2π P p0, 2πq. There exists a clockwise oriented
hyperbolic triangle ∆2 “ ∆pB2, C4, B3q such that

‚ ∆2 has area |z2|2{2,
‚ ∆2 has interior angles π ´ α4{2 at C4 and β2{2 at B2.

If z0 “ 0 and z1 “ 0, then ∆2 can be arbitrarily rotated around B2. If z0 ‰ 0 and z1 “ 0,
then ∆2 is uniquely determined if we impose

‚ the angle =p
ÝÝÝÑ
B2C4,

ÝÝÝÑ
B2C2q is equal to the complex argument of z2.

If z1 ‰ 0, then ∆2 is uniquely determined if we impose
‚ the angle =p

ÝÝÝÑ
B2C4,

ÝÝÝÑ
B2C3q is equal to the complex argument of z2 minus the complex

argument of z1.
If ∆2 is non-degenerate, then by construction it has interior angle π ´ β3{2 at B3.

This process can be repeated n ´ 5 times until the point Cn “ Bn´2 has been constructed.
The last triangle in the chain, namely ∆n´3 “ ∆pBn´3, Cn´1, Cnq, has area |zn´3|2{2 and interior
angles π ´ αn´1{2 at Cn´1 and βn´3{2 at Bn´3, assuming zn´3 ‰ 0. Since

|zn´3|2 “ λ´ |z0|2 ´ . . .´ |zn´4|2 “ αn ` αn´1 ´ βn´3 ´ 2π,

it follows that the interior angle of ∆n´3 at Cn is π´αn{2. Therefore, the configuration of points
pC1, . . . , Cn, B1, . . . , Bn´3q we just built satisfies the properties of Lemma 3.5. Its preimage under
P is the conjugacy class of a Deroin-Tholozan representation rϕs. It follows from the construction
that Cprϕsq “ rz0 : . . . : zn´3s. □

Lemma 5.4. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is injective.

Proof. Let rϕs and rϕ1s be two elements of RepDT
α pΣn, Gq such that Cprϕsq “ Cprϕ1sq. We want

to prove that rϕs “ rϕ1s. To achieve this, it is sufficient to check that the chain of triangles built
from Pprϕsq and Pprϕ1sq are isometric because P is injective.

Let ai “ αi`2 `βi`1 ´βi ´2π and a1
i “ αi`2 `β1

i`1 ´β1
i ´2π be the area parameters associated

to rϕs and rϕ1s, respectively. Similarly, let γi, σi and γ
1
i, σ

1
i be their respective angle parameters.

Recall that a0 ` . . .` an´3 “ a1
0 ` . . .` a1

n´3 “ λ. By definition of C (see (4.3)), since we assume
Cprϕsq “ Cprϕ1sq, it follows that ai “ a1

i for every i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 3. Moreover, it also implies
σi “ σ1

i ` σ for every i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 3, where σ is some constant. Note that, if a0 “ a1
0 ą 0, then

σ “ 0.
From ai “ a1

i, it follows βi “ β1
i for every i. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, the oriented triangles ∆i

and ∆1
i inside H have the same interior angles and are therefore isometric for every i. To conclude

that the two chains are isometric, it suffices to check that the angles between consecutive non-
degenerate triangles in each chain are equal. Since σi “ σ1

i ` σ, we have γ1 “ γ1
1 ` σ and γi “ γ1

i

for every i ě 2. Since σ “ 0 whenever a0 “ a1
0 ą 0, this shows that the angles between the

corresponding pairs of consecutive non-degenerate triangles in each chain are equal. We conclude
that Pprϕsq “ Pprϕ1sq and thus rϕs “ rϕ1s. □

Lemma 5.5. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is continuous.
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Proof. The continuity of C is immediate at any point in a regular fibre of the moment map. The
task is more subtle when some area parameters vanish because of the discontinuity of the angle
parameters γi.

Let rϕ0s P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq. We prove that C is continuous at rϕ0s. Let i ě 0 be the smallest index

such that aiprϕ0sq ą 0. We work in the chart tzi ‰ 0u of CPn´3. Continuity is guaranteed for
every index j such that ajprϕ0sq “ 0. It thus suffices to prove that σjprϕsq ´ σiprϕsq is continuous
around rϕ0s for every index j ą i such that ajprϕsq ą 0. Let i “ i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă id denote the
indices such that ailprϕsq ą 0. Because of telescopic cancellations, it is sufficient to prove that
σil`1

prϕsq ´ σilprϕsq is continuous around rϕ0s for every l “ 1, . . . , d´ 1.
We treat the case l “ 1. Let i “ i1 ă i2 “ j. We first consider the case j ´ i “ 1 first. In this

case,

σjprϕsq ´ σiprϕsq “ γi`1prϕsq.

Since ai`1prϕ0sq ą 0 and aiprϕ0sq ą 0 by assumption, the angle parameter γi`1prϕsq is a continuous
function around rϕ0s.

Now, we consider the general case j ´ i ě 2. Recall that it corresponds the situation where
aiprϕ0sq ą 0, ajprϕ0sq ą 0 and alprϕ0sq “ 0 for all i ă l ă j. For clarity, we let rϕks be a sequence
that converges to rϕ0s. We will assume that aℓprϕksq ą 0 for every k and every i ď ℓ ď j. The
argument below can be adapted to the case where, for some i ă ℓ ă j, aℓprϕksq “ 0 for infinitely
many k. Since we assume ajprϕksq ą 0 and aiprϕksq ą 0, it holds Bjpϕkq ‰ Cj`2pϕkq and

Bi`1pϕkq ‰ Ci`2pϕkq. For k large enough, we may assume that the geodesics
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjpϕkqCj`2pϕkq

and
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1pϕkqCi`2pϕkq intersect, because they do so at the limit. Recall that, by definition,

γj “ =
`ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjCj`2,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1Ci`2

˘

(see Figure 8) and so

(5.1) γjprϕ0sq “ lim
kÑ8

=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjpϕkqCj`2pϕkq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1pϕkqCi`2pϕkq

˘

.

The angle =
`ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjCj`2,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1Ci`2

˘

can be decomposed as follows:

=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjCj`2,

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjCj`1

˘

`=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjCj`1,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bj´1Cj`1

˘

`=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bj´1Cj`1,

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bj´1Cj

˘

`. . .`=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1Ci`3,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1Ci`2

˘

.

Using

=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BmpϕkqCm`2pϕkq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BmpϕkqCm`1pϕkq

˘

“ γmprϕksq

and

=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bm´1pϕkqCm`1pϕkq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BmpϕkqCm`1pϕkq

˘

“ π ´
αm`1

2
,

and recalling that

γmprϕ0sq “ π ´
αm`2

2
, m “ i` 1, . . . , j ´ 1,

we conclude

=
`ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BjpϕkqCj`2pϕkq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Bi`1pϕkqCi`2pϕkq

˘

“ σjprϕksq ´ σiprϕksq ´ γj´1prϕ0sq ´ . . .´ γi`1prϕ0sq.

Because of (5.1) we conclude that σjprϕksq ´ σiprϕksq converges to γjprϕ0sq ` . . . ` γi`1prϕ0sq “

σjprϕ0sq ´ σiprϕ0sq. □

5.2. Equivariance property. We prove

Proposition 5.6. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is equivariant with respect to the torus

actions (3.8) and (4.4). Moreover,

µ “ ν ˝ C,

where µ and ν are the moment maps defined in (3.9) and (4.5).

Proof. Both torus actions and both moment maps are continuous. The map C is continuous by
Lemma 5.5. It thus suffices to check the conclusion of the proposition on the dense open subset
given by the regular fibres of the moment map µ. Let rϕs be an element in a regular fibre and let
θ P Tn´3. The relations (3.12) and (3.13) (see also Figure 7) show that, for any i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 3
and j “ 1, . . . , n´ 3,

aipθ ¨ rϕsq “ aiprϕsq and γjpθ ¨ rϕsq “ γjprϕsq ´ θj .
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Hence σjpθ ¨ rϕsq “ σjprϕsq ´θj . This implies Cpθ ¨ rϕsq “ θ ¨Cprϕsq. Observe further that, for every
i “ 1, . . . , n´ 3, it holds that

νi ˝ Cprϕsq “
aiprϕsq

2λ
“ µiprϕsq,

where we used that the sum of the area parameters is equal to λ. □

5.3. Differentiablity property. In this section, we prove that

Proposition 5.7. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is continuously differentiable.

The map C restricted to R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq is analytic because both the area and angle parameters

are analytic functions of R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq. As mentioned earlier, two factors lead to complications

when trying to prove differentiability on the complement of R̊ep
DT

α pΣn, Gq. The first one is the
presence of square roots on the area parameters. The second one is the discontinuity of the angle
parameters whenever triangles are degenerate.

The proof that C is a continuous function (Lemma 5.5) showed the importance of considering
consecutive indices for which the corresponding area parameters vanish. This leads to the notion of
chain of degeneracy for rϕs P RepDT

α pΣn, Gq by which we mean a maximal collection of consecutive
degenerate triangles in the chain built from Pprϕsq. A chain of degeneracy is said to be of type
pj, kq if the maximal collection of consecutive degenerate triangles is ∆j , . . . ,∆j`k´1. The number
k is the length of the chain. The maximality assumption means that the triangles ∆j´1 and ∆j`k,
if they exist, are non-degenerate.

To conclude the proof of Proposition 5.7 it remains to check that C is continuously differentiable
at every rϕs with at least one chain of degeneracy. For simplicity, we only cover the case where
an´3prϕsq ą 0. The case an´3prϕsq “ 0 can be treated in similar manner.

Let rϕ0s P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq such that an´3prϕ0sq ą 0. Assume that rϕ0s has exactly d ě 1 chains

of degeneracy of types pj1, k1q, . . ., pjd, kdq with j1 ă . . . ă jd. This means that ajl`kl
prϕ0sq ą 0

for every l “ 1, . . . , d (the case l “ d follows from the assumption an´3prϕ0sq ą 0). This implies
that the angle parameters γi are analytic in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s for every index i in the
complement of

tj1, . . . , j1 ` k1u Y . . .Y tjd, . . . , jd ` kdu.

More precautions must be taken to deal with the case where j1 “ 0, i.e. when a0prϕ0sq “ 0. To
prove that C is continuously differentiable at rϕ0s we claim that it is sufficient to prove

Lemma 5.8. The following functions are continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s:

(1) rϕs ÞÑ exp
`

i ¨ pγj1prϕsq ` . . .` γj1`k1prϕsqq
˘

if j1 ‰ 0,

(2) rϕs ÞÑ exp
`

i ¨ pγjlprϕsq ` . . .` γjl`kl
prϕsqq

˘

for every l “ 2, . . . , d,

(3) rϕs ÞÑ
a

aiprϕsq exp
`

i ¨ p´γi`1prϕsq ´ . . .´γjl`kl
prϕsqq

˘

for every i “ jl, . . . , jl `kl ´1 and
l “ 1, . . . , d.

We now explain how Proposition 5.7 follows from Lemma 5.8.

Proof of Proposition 5.7. We prove that C is continuously differentiable at rϕ0s. First assume
j1 ‰ 0. The first two statements of Lemma 5.8, together with the observation made just before
stating Lemma 5.8, imply that exp

`

i ¨ σiprϕsq
˘

is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood
of rϕ0s for every index i in the complement of

tj1, . . . , j1 ` k1 ´ 1u Y . . .Y tjd, . . . , jd ` kd ´ 1u.

These are precisely the indices i for which aiprϕ0sq ą 0. Denote the collection of these indices
Ireg. If j1 “ 0, then we may only conclude that exp

`

i ¨ pσiprϕsq ´ σj1`k1
prϕsqq

˘

is continuously
differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s for every index i in Ireg. So, in both cases we know that

(5.2) exp
`

i ¨ pσiprϕsq ´ σj1`k1
prϕsqq

˘

is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s for every index i in Ireg.
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Recall that if aiprϕ0sq ą 0, then
a

aiprϕsq is differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s. We decide

to work in the chart tzj1`k1
‰ 0u of CPn´3. So, proving that C is continuously differentiable at

rϕ0s amounts to prove that all the functions

(5.3)
a

aiprϕsq exp
`

i ¨ pσiprϕsq ´ σj1`k1
prϕsqq

˘

are continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s for every i ‰ j1 ` k1. This is immediate
for i P Ireg. For all the indices i such that aiprϕ0sq “ 0, we proceed as follows. Recall from (5.2)
that the functions exp

`

i ¨ pσiprϕsq ´ σj1`k1
prϕsqq

˘

are continuously differentiable for i “ jl ` kl
with l “ 2, . . . , d. So, proving that the functions of the type (5.3) are continuously differentiable
for i R Ireg is equivalent to proving that all the functions

a

aiprϕsq exp
`

i ¨ pσiprϕsq ´ σjl`kl
prϕsqq

˘

are differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s for all i “ jl, . . . , jl ` kl ´ 1 and all l “ 1, . . . , d. This
is exactly the third statement of Lemma 5.8. □

The rest of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 5.8. The idea is to express the area and
angle parameters as functions of the coordinates of the points Ci “ xCi

`i¨yCi
and Bi “ xBi

`i¨yBi
.

We start with the area parameters.

Lemma 5.9. Let rϕs P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq. For any i “ 0, . . . , n´ 3, we have

aiprϕsq “ 4 arcsin

¨

˝

sin
`αi`2

2

˘

sin
´

βi

2

¯

4 sin
´

αi`2`2π´βi`1´βi

4

¯ ¨ y´1
Ci`2

y´1
Bi

`

pxCi`2
´ xBi

q2 ` pyCi`2
´ yBi

q2
˘

˛

‚,

where we abbreviated βi “ βiprϕsq, βi`1 “ βi`1prϕsq, Ci`2 “ Ci`2pϕq and Bi “ Bipϕq.

Proof. The formula is true if the triangle ∆i is degenerate because then Bi “ Ci`2. Recall that
the hyperbolic distance dpCi`2, Biq in the upper half-plane is given by

(5.4) coshpdpCi`2, Biqq “ 1 `
pxCi`2 ´ xBiq

2 ` pyCi`2 ´ yBiq
2

2yCi`2yBi

.

The hyperbolic law of cosines applied to the triangle ∆i “ ∆pBi, Ci`2, Bi`1q gives

cos

ˆ

π ´
βi`1

2

˙

“ ´ cos
´

π ´
αi`2

2

¯

cos

ˆ

βi
2

˙

` sin
´

π ´
αi`2

2

¯

sin

ˆ

βi
2

˙

coshpdpCi`2, Biqq.

For geometric reasons, it makes sense to keep using 2π ´ βi`1 and not simplify the corresponding
trigonometric terms. Using the angle sum identity for the cosine, this can be rewritten as

cos

ˆ

π ´
βi`1

2

˙

“ cos
´αi`2

2

¯

cos

ˆ

βi
2

˙

` sin
´αi`2

2

¯

sin

ˆ

βi
2

˙

coshpdpCi`2, Biqq

“ cos

ˆ

αi`2 ´ βi
2

˙

` sin
´αi`2

2

¯

sin

ˆ

βi
2

˙

pcoshpdpCi`2, Biqq ´ 1q.(5.5)

We use the trigonometric identity cospxq ` cospyq “ ´2 sinppx´ yq{2q sinppx` yq{2q to write

cos

ˆ

2π ´ βi`1

2

˙

´cos

ˆ

αi`2 ´ βi
2

˙

“ ´2 sin

ˆ

2π ´ βi`1 ´ αi`2 ` βi
4

˙

sin

ˆ

2π ´ βi`1 ` αi`2 ´ βi
4

˙

.

Using (4.1) we obtain

(5.6) cos

ˆ

2π ´ βi`1

2

˙

´ cos

ˆ

αi`2 ´ βi
2

˙

“ 2 sin

ˆ

aiprϕsq

4

˙

sin

ˆ

αi`2 ` 2π ´ βi ´ βi`1

4

˙

.

The conclusion follows from (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6). □
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The formula of Lemma 5.9 for the area parameters is relevant for the following reasons. Recall
that the ranges of the functions βi over RepDT

α pΣn, Gq are compact subsets of p0, 2πq explicitly
written down in (3.11). So, the range of the ratio

sin
`αi`2

2

˘

sin
´

βi

2

¯

4 sin
´

αi`2`2π´βi´βi`1

4

¯

over RepDT
α pΣn, Gq is a compact interval inside the positive real numbers. On the other hand, the

expression
y´1
Ci`2

y´1
Bi

`

pxCi`2
´ xBi

q2 ` pyCi`2
´ yBi

q2
˘

is zero whenever the triangle ∆i is degenerate. This means that the function
ai

y´1
Ci`2

y´1
Bi

`

pxCi`2 ´ xBiq
2 ` pyCi`2 ´ yBiq

2
˘

extends analytically to any rϕ0s such that aiprϕ0sq “ 0. Moreover, its value at rϕ0s is the positive
number

sin
`αi`2

2

˘

sin
´

βiprϕ0sq

2

¯

sin
´

βi`1prϕ0sq

2

¯ ,

which remains uniformly bounded away from zero by the above remark for every such rϕ0s. We
conclude that the function

(5.7)

d

ai

y´1
Ci`2

y´1
Bi

`

pxCi`2 ´ xBiq
2 ` pyCi`2 ´ yBiq

2
˘

also extends analytically to any rϕ0s such that aiprϕ0sq “ 0. We proved

Lemma 5.10. The function defined by (5.7) on the subspace of RepDT
α pΣn, Gq of all rϕs for which

aiprϕsq ą 0 extends analytically to RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

We now proceed with a computation of the angle parameters. We start by introducing the
function Γ: H∖ tiu Ñ R{2πZ defined as

Γpx` iyq :“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0, x “ 0 and y ą 1,
π, x “ 0 and y ă 1,
3π{2, x2 ` y2 “ 1 and x ą 0,
π{2, x2 ` y2 “ 1 and x ă 0,

π ´ arctan
´

2x
x2`y2´1

¯

, x2 ` y2 ă 1,

´ arctan
´

2x
x2`y2´1

¯

, x2 ` y2 ą 1.

The different domains involved in the definition of Γ are illustrated on Figure 9.
The function Γ has a geometric interpretation. It measures the oriented angle between the

vertical geodesic ray leaving from i and the geodesic ray leaving from i and going through x` iy.
This can easily be seen after noticing that the ratio

x2 ` y2 ´ 1

2x
is the point on the boundary of the upper half-plane which is the center of the semi-circle supporting
the geodesic through i and x` iy.

Lemma 5.11. The function Γ: H∖ tiu Ñ R{2πZ is continuously differentiable.

Proof. We refer to Figure 9. The function Γ is continuously differentiable in the blue and red
regions. These regions are open subdomains of H. If one carefully studies the limit behaviour of Γ
at the boundary of the blue and red regions, one sees that Γ is a continuous function. The partial
derivatives inside the blue and red regions are

B

Bx

ˆ

´ arctan

ˆ

2x

x2 ` y2 ´ 1

˙˙

“
2px2 ´ y2 ` 1q

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
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Γpzq “ 3π
2

Γpzq “ π
2

Γpzq “ π

Γpzq “ 0Γpzq “ ´ arctan

ˆ

2x
x2`y2´1

˙

Γpzq “ π ´ arctan

ˆ

2x
x2`y2´1

˙

i

1´1 0

H

‚z

Γpzq

Figure 9. Illustration of the different domains involved in the definition of the
function Γ and the value of Γ in each of these regions.

and
B

By

ˆ

´ arctan

ˆ

2x

x2 ` y2 ´ 1

˙˙

“
4xy

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
.

These partial derivatives extend continuously to H ∖ tiu. We conclude that Γ is continuously
differentiable. □

Lemma 5.12. It holds

exppi ¨ Γpx` iyqq “
x2 ` y2 ´ 1 ´ i ¨ 2x

a

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
.

Proof. By the definition of Γ, it follows that

exppi ¨ Γpx` iyqq “

$

&

%

´ exp
´

i arctan
´

´2x
x2`y2´1

¯¯

, x2 ` y2 ă 1,

exp
´

i arctan
´

´2x
x2`y2´1

¯¯

, x2 ` y2 ą 1.

We use the identity

ei¨arctanpxq “
1 ` ix

?
x2 ` 1

.

Observe that
d

4x2

px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
` 1 “

a

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2

|x2 ` y2 ´ 1|
.

Hence

exppi ¨ Γpx` iyqq “
x2 ` y2 ´ 1

a

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
` i ¨

´2x

x2 ` y2 ´ 1
¨

x2 ` y2 ´ 1
a

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2

“
x2 ` y2 ´ 1 ´ i ¨ 2x

a

4x2 ` px2 ` y2 ´ 1q2
.

□

Let p “ xp ` iyp be a point in H. We introduce the function Γp : H∖ tpu Ñ R{2πZ defined by

Γppzq :“ Γpy´1
p pz ´ xpqq.
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Note that the function Γp is defined to be the composition of the function Γ with the orientation-
preserving isometry

˘y1{2
p

ˆ

y´1
p ´xpy

´1
p

0 1

˙

of the upper half-plane that sends p to i. This isometry sends vertical geodesics to vertical
geodesics. In other words, Γp measures the oriented angle between the vertical geodesic ray leaving
from p and the geodesic ray leaving from p and going through z. The analogue of Lemma 5.12 for
the function Γp reads

(5.8) exppi ¨ Γppx` iyqq “
px´ xpq2 ` y2 ´ y2p ´ i ¨ 2yppx´ xpq

b

4y2ppx´ xpq2 ` ppx´ xpq2 ` y2 ´ y2pq2
.

Lemma 5.13. The function that maps a pair of distinct points pp, zq in H ˆ H to

exp
`

i ¨ pΓzppq ´ Γppzqq
˘

extends to a continuously differentiable function of H ˆ H.

Proof. Let p “ xp ` iyp and z “ xz ` iyz. We use (5.8) to compute, with the help of Wolfram
Mathematica3,

exp
`

i ¨ Γzppq
˘

exp
`

i ¨ Γppzq
˘ “

pxp ´ xzq2 ` y2p ´ y2z ´ i ¨ 2yzpxp ´ xzq
b

4y2zpxp ´ xzq2 ` ppxp ´ xzq2 ` y2p ´ y2zq2
¨

b

4y2ppxz ´ xpq2 ` ppxz ´ xpq2 ` y2z ´ y2pq2

pxz ´ xpq2 ` y2z ´ y2p ´ i ¨ 2yppxz ´ xpq

“
pxp ´ xzq ´ ipyp ` yzq

pxp ´ xzq ` ipyp ` yzq
.

The last expression is a continuously differentiable function of H ˆ H. □

The relation between the function Γ and the angle parameters is immediate. Let rϕs P

RepDT
α pΣn, Gq be such that aiprϕsq ą 0 and ai´1prϕsq ą 0. Let ℓipϕq be the vertical geodesic

ray leaving from Bipϕq. Using the definition of γi we obtain

γiprϕsq “ =p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`2pϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`1pϕqq

“ =pℓipϕq,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`1pϕqq ´ =pℓipϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`2pϕqq

“ ΓBipϕqpCi`1pϕqq ´ ΓBipϕqpCi`2pϕqq.(5.9)

The second conclusion of Corollary 3.6 says that

=p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi`1pϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`2pϕqq ` =p

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqCi`1pϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi´1pϕqq “ βi{2 ` π ´ βi{2 “ π.

This implies

γiprϕsq “ π ´ =p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi´1pϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi`1pϕqq

“ π ´
`

=pℓipϕq,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi`1pϕqq ´ =pℓipϕq,

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
BipϕqBi´1pϕqq

˘

“ π ´
`

ΓBipϕqpBi`1pϕqq ´ ΓBipϕqpBi´1pϕqq
˘

.(5.10)

Lemma 5.14. Let j ă k and rϕ0s P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq be such that aj´1prϕ0sq ą 0, aj`kprϕ0sq ą 0

and aiprϕ0sq “ 0 for every l “ j, . . . , j ` k ´ 1. Then the function

exp
`

i ¨ pγjprϕsq ` . . .` γj`kprϕsq
˘

is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s.

3version 12.2.0.0
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Proof. We know from the proof of Lemma 5.5 that the function is continuous. Using (5.10) we
write (dropping the dependence on ϕ)

γj ` . . .` γj`k “ pk ` 1qπ ´

j`k
ÿ

i“j

`

ΓBi
pBi`1q ´ ΓBi

pBi´1q
˘

“ pk ` 1qπ ` ΓBj pBj´1q ´ ΓBj`k
pBj`k`1q ´

j`k´1
ÿ

i“j

`

ΓBipBi`1q ´ ΓBi`1pBiq
˘

.

In a neighbourhood of rϕ0s we may assume that aj´1 and aj`k are nonzero, so that Bj ‰ Bj´1 and
Bj`k ‰ Bj`k`1. This means that the functions ΓBj

pBj´1q and ΓBj`k
pBj`k`1q are continuously

differentiable around rϕ0s. Lemma 5.13 implies that every summand in the remaining sum extends
to a continuously differentiable function around rϕ0s. This concludes the proof of the lemma. □

The next step consists in expressing exp
`

i ¨ ΓBi`1pCi`2q
˘

in terms of the coordinates of the
points Bi and Ci`1. We first need to compute the coordinates of the point Bi`1 in terms of that
of Bi and Ci`2. Recall that Bi`1 is the fixed point of ϕpci`2q´1ϕpbiq. Using Proposition 6.4 we
can write down explicitly ϕpci`2q and ϕpbiq in terms of the coordinates of Ci`2 and Bi, and the
angles αi`2 and βi. We can then compute the product ϕpci`2q´1ϕpbiq and deduce the coordinates
of Bi`1 using formula (6.1). With the help of Wolfram Mathematica, we obtain

xBi`1 “
2
´

xCi`2
yBi

cos
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q`xBi
yCi`2

cosp
αi`2

2 q sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯¯

`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 qpx2
Bi

´x2
Ci`2

`y2
Bi

´y2
Ci`2

q

2
´

yBi
cos

´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q`yCi`2
cosp

αi`2
2 q sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯

`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 qpxBi
´xCi`2

q

¯

and

xCi`2
´ xBi`1

“
´ sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯´

2yCi`2
pxBi

´xCi`2
q cosp

αi`2
2 q`sinp

αi`2
2 q

´

pxBi
´xCi`2

q
2

`y2
Bi

´y2
Ci`2

¯¯

2
´

yBi
cos

´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q`yCi`2
cosp

αi`2
2 q sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯

`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 qpxBi
´xCi`2

q

¯ .

We also have

y2Ci`2
´ y2Bi`1

“ y2Ci`2
´

4y2
Bi

y2
Ci`2

´

´

´2yBi
yCi`2

cos
´

2π´βi
2

¯

cosp
αi`2

2 q`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q
´

pxBi
´xCi`2

q
2

`y2
Bi

`y2
Ci`2

¯¯2

4
´

yBi
cos

´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q`yCi`2
cosp

αi`2
2 q sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯

`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 qpxBi
´xCi`2

q

¯2 .

We apply (5.8) to get

ei¨ΓBi`1
pCi`2q

“
pxCi`2

´xBi`1
q
2

`y2
Ci`2

´y2
Bi`1

´i¨2yBi`1
pxCi`2

´xBi`1
q

b

ppxBi
´xCi`2

q2`pyBi
´yCi`2

q2qppxBi
´xCi`2

q2`pyBi
`yCi`2

q2q

¨
yBi

cos
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 q`yCi`1
cosp

αi`2
2 q sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯

`sin
´

2π´βi
2

¯

sinp
αi`2

2 qpxBi
´xCi`2

q

´yCi`2
sin

´

2π´βi
2

¯ .

The crucial observation is that the irregularity of the function exp
`

i ¨ ΓBi`1
pCi`2q

˘

comes from

the presence of the term
a

pxBi ´ xCi`2q2 ` pyBi ´ yCi`2q2 in the denominator. If we compare
this observation with Lemma 5.10 we conclude

Lemma 5.15. The function

rϕs ÞÑ
a

aiprϕsq exp
`

i ¨ ΓBi`1pϕqpCi`2qpϕq
˘

is continuously differentiable on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

We are now ready to prove Lemma 5.8.

Proof of Lemma 5.8. The first and second assertions of Lemma 5.8 follow from Lemma 5.14. To
prove the third assertion, first observe that (as in the proof of Lemma 5.14) ´γi`1prϕsq ´ . . . ´

γjl`kl
prϕsq can be written as

´pjl ` kl ´ iqπ ´ ΓBi`1
pBiq ` ΓBjl`kl

pBjl`kl`1q `

jl`kl´1
ÿ

m“i`1

`

ΓBm
pBm`1q ´ ΓBm`1

pBmq
˘

.

The functions exp
`

i ¨ pΓBmpBm`1q ´ΓBm`1pBmqq
˘

are continuously differentiable by Lemma 5.13.
Since ajl`kl

prϕ0sq ą 0 by hypothesis, the points Bjl`kl
pϕq and Bjl`kl`1pϕq are distinct for rϕs in a
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neighbourhood of rϕ0s. Thus the function exp
`

i ¨ΓBjl`kl
pBjl`kl`1q

˘

is continuously differentiable

in the same neighbourhood of rϕ0s. Now observe that

ΓBi`1pBiq “ ΓBi`1pCi`2q ` π ´ βi`1{2.

For the function βi`1 is analytic on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq, it is sufficient to prove that

?
ai exp

`

i ¨ ΓBi`1pCi`2q
˘

is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of rϕ0s to conclude the third assertion of Lemma 5.8.
This is precisely the statement of Lemma 5.15. □

This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.7.

5.4. Diffeomorphism property. We now prove

Proposition 5.16. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is a diffeomorphism.

Proof. Thanks to Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.7 we know that C is a continuously differ-
entiable bijection. To prove that C is a diffeomorphism it is thus sufficient to prove that the
differential of C is regular at every point.

Let rϕ0s P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq and assume for simplicity that a0prϕ0sq ą 0. We decide to work in the

chart tz0 ‰ 0u of CPn´3. In a slight abuse of notation, we write C “ pC1, . . . ,Cn´3q for the map

rϕs ÞÑ

˜

d

a1prϕsq

a0prϕsq
eiσ1prϕsq, . . . ,

d

an´3prϕsq

a0prϕsq
eiσn´3prϕsq

¸

P Cn´3

defined for every rϕs P RepDT
α pΣn, Gq such that a0prϕsq ą 0. We prove that pdCqrϕ0s is surjective.

We distinguish two cases according to whether some area parameters of rϕ0s vanish.
First assume that aiprϕ0sq ą 0 for every i. We consider the decomposition of the tangent space

to CPn´3 at Cprϕ0sq as the direct sum of the kernel of the differential of the moment map ν defined
in (4.5) and its complement V :

TCprϕ0sqCPn´3
“ Ker

`

pdνqCprϕ0sq

˘

‘ V.

Both subspaces have dimension n ´ 3 because Cprϕ0sq lies in a regular fibre of ν. Since we are
assuming aiprϕ0sq ą 0 for every i, the exterior derivative of C at rϕ0s is given in components by

(5.11) pdCiqrϕ0s “ eiσiprϕ0sq

˜

i ¨ pdσiqrϕ0s

d

aiprϕ0sq

a0prϕ0sq
`
a0prϕ0sqpdaiqrϕ0s ´ aiprϕ0sqpda0qrϕ0s

2a0prϕ0sq
a

aiprϕ0sqa0prϕ0sq

¸

.

Note that since the torus action on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq is by diffeomorphisms, we can neglect the term

eiσiprϕ0sq appearing in (5.11). Said differently, dC is surjective at rϕ0s if and only if it is surjective
at rϕ1

0s, where rϕ1
0s and rϕ0s lie in the same fibre of the moment and σiprϕ1

0sq “ 0 for every i.
We consider a first family of smooth deformations of rϕ0s along the orbits corresponding to a

fixed component of the torus action. Assume that we deform along the orbit corresponding to the
ith component of the torus. Along that deformation all the area parameters aj are constant and
the angle parameters σj are constant for j ‰ i. The image under the differential of C of that de-
formation is generated by the complex direction of the ith component of Cn´3 according to (5.11).
Moreover, the images of each such deformation lie in the kernel of pdνqCprϕ0sq by Proposition 5.6.
Comparing dimensions, we conclude that the image of pdCqrϕ0s contains the kernel of pdνqCprϕ0sq.

Next we consider a second family of smooth deformations of rϕ0s corresponding to the comple-
ment W of the kernel of the differential of the moment map µ defined in (3.9):

Trϕ0s Rep
DT
α pΣn, Gq “ Ker

`

pdµqrϕ0s

˘

‘W.

Proposition 5.6 says that µ “ ν ˝ C which implies pdCqrϕ0spW q Ă V . Because both pdµqrϕ0s and
pdνqCprϕ0sq have maximal rank, we conclude that pdCqrϕ0s mapsW surjectively onto V . This shows
that the image of pdCqrϕ0s contains V . We conclude that pdCqrϕ0s is surjective.

Now, we deal with the case where aiprϕ0sq “ 0 for some index i. The argument here relies on the
existence of a smooth deformation rϕts of rϕ0s such that aiprϕtsq ą 0 for t ‰ 0. The existence of
such a deformation is a general property of symplectic toric manifolds (recall that ai is a multiple
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of the ith component of the moment map µ). Let us abbreviate aiptq :“ aiprϕtsq. Note that, by
assumption, aip0q “ a1

ip0q “ 0. We can choose the deformation rϕts to ensure that a2
i p0q ą 0.

Proposition 5.7 implies that the function

rϕs ÞÑ

d

aiprϕsq

a0prϕsq
eiσiprϕsq

is continuously differentiable. We claim that its derivative at rϕ0s along the deformation rϕts is
nonzero. This is the case because we assumed a2

i p0q ą 0. This means that the image of pdCiqrϕ0s

inside C has real dimension at least one. However, whenever aiprϕ0sq “ 0, there is an effective
action of the ith component of the torus on Trϕ0s Rep

DT
α pΣn, Gq. Since the torus action is by

diffeomorphisms and C is equivariant, we conclude that pdCiqrϕ0s is surjective. We can repeat this
argument for every index i such that aiprϕ0sq “ 0. Combined with the previous case, this shows
that pdCqrϕ0s is surjective even when some area parameters vanish. □

5.5. Symplectomorphism property. Finally, we prove that

Proposition 5.17. The map C : RepDT
α pΣn, Gq Ñ CPn´3 is a symplectomorphism, i.e.

λ ¨ C˚ωFS “ ωG .

To prove Proposition 5.17, we need the following result about symplectic toric manifolds. The
result is folklore; a proof is included for completeness.

Lemma 5.18. Let M be a compact connected smooth manifold of dimension 2m. Assume that M
is equipped with an effective action of an m-dimensional torus. Let ω1 and ω2 be two symplectic
forms on M for which the torus action is Hamiltonian with respect to the same moment map
µ : M Ñ Rm. Then ω1 “ ω2.

Proof. Let M̊ denote the preimage of the interior of the moment polytope. This is an open and
dense subset ofM . It is thus sufficient to check that ω1 “ ω2 on M̊ . The Arnold-Liouville Theorem
states (see e.g. [CdS01]) the existence of angle coordinates pφ1, . . . , φmq and pψ1, . . . , ψmq defined

on M̊ such that

ω1æM̊ “

m
ÿ

i“1

dµi ^ dφi, ω2æM̊ “

m
ÿ

i“1

dµi ^ dψi,

where µ “ pµ1, . . . , µmq is the moment map.
We are assuming that the torus action on M is Hamiltonian with moment map µ for both ω1

and ω2. So, for any θ P Rm, if Θ denotes the vector field on M defined by the infinitesimal action
of θ, then ω1pΘ, ¨q “ dxµ, θy “ ω2pΘ, ¨q. By letting θ range over the standard basis of Rm, we
observe that dφi “ dψi must hold for every i. Hence ω1æM̊ “ ω2æM̊ . This concludes the proof of
the lemma. □

Proof of Proposition 5.17. We want to apply Lemma 5.18 for the torus action (3.7) on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq.

This action is Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form ωG and the moment map µ defined
in (3.9). Propostition 5.16 says that C is a diffeomorphism. So, λ ¨ C˚ωFS is another symplectic
form on RepDT

α pΣn, Gq. Proposition 5.6 implies that the torus action (3.7) on RepDT
α pΣn, Gq is

Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form λ ¨ C˚ωFS and the moment map µ. Hence, by
Lemma 5.18, λ ¨ C˚ωFS “ ωG . □

Propositions 5.6 and 5.17 together prove Theorem 4.1.

6. Appendix

A. Conjugacy classes inside PSLp2,Rq. The Lie group G “ PSLp2,Rq is the center-free quo-
tient of the group SLp2,Rq of real 2 ˆ 2 matrices with determinant 1 by t˘Iu, where I is the
identity 2 ˆ 2 matrix. It can be identified with the group of orientation-preserving isometries of
the upper half-plane H “ tz P C : Impzq ą 0u. It acts on H by Möbius transformations

˘

ˆ

a b
c d

˙

¨ z :“
az ` b

cz ` d
.
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The open subspace of G consisting of elements whose trace in absolute value is smaller than 2 is
called the subspace of elliptic elements of G. It is denoted by E Ă G. Equivalently, an element of
G is elliptic if and only if it has a unique fixed point in H.

Lemma 6.1. If A “ ˘

ˆ

a b
c d

˙

is elliptic, then b ‰ 0 and c ‰ 0.

Proof. If b “ 0 or c “ 0, then detpAq “ ad “ 1. So, trpAq
2

“ pa ` dq2 ě 4ad “ 4 and A is not
elliptic. □

Let A “ ˘

ˆ

a b
c d

˙

be an elliptic element. We denote the unique fixed point of A in H by

fixpAq. It defines a map fix: E Ñ H.

Lemma 6.2. The unique fixed point of A is

(6.1) fixpAq “
a´ d

2c
` i ¨

a

4 ´ pa` dq2

2|c|
,

and the map fix: E Ñ H is analytic.

Proof. The first assertion is a straightforward computation. Since c ‰ 0 by Lemma 6.1, the map
fix: E Ñ H is analytic. □

The elliptic elements that fix the complex unit i P H are of the form

rotϑ :“ ˘

ˆ

cospϑ{2q sinpϑ{2q

´ sinpϑ{2q cospϑ{2q

˙

for ϑ P p0, 2πq. Every A P E is conjugate to a unique rotϑpAq. This defines a function ϑ : E Ñ

p0, 2πq. The number ϑpAq P p0, 2πq is called the (anti-clockwise) angle of rotation of A.

Lemma 6.3. The angle of rotation of A is

(6.2) ϑpAq “ arctan

ˆ

´c

|c|
¨

a` d

pa` dq2 ´ 2

a

4 ´ pa` dq2

˙

` εpAq,

where

εpAq :“

$

&

%

0, if pa` dq2 ą 2 and pa` dq ´c
|c|

ą 0,

π, if pa` dq2 ă 2,
2π, if pa` dq2 ą 2 and pa` dq ´c

|c|
ă 0.

Moreover, the function ϑ : E Ñ p0, 2πq is analytic.

Proof. The number ϑpAq can be computed as the complex argument of the complex number

(6.3)
dA

dz

∣∣∣∣
z“fixA

“

ˆ

pa` dq2

2
´ 1

˙

´ i ¨ pa` dq
c

|c|

a

4 ´ pa` dq2

2
.

Observe that the imaginary part of (6.3) vanishes if and only if a`d “ 0, in which case its real part
is equal to ´1. This means that the complex number defined by (6.3) takes values inside C∖Rě0.
If we think of the complex argument of a number inside C∖Rě0 as a function C∖Rě0 Ñ p0, 2πq,
then it is analytic. This shows that ϑ : E Ñ p0, 2πq is an analytic function. □

Proposition 6.4. The map

pfix, ϑq : E Ñ H ˆ p0, 2πq

is an analytic diffeomorphism that identifies the subset of elliptic elements in PSLp2,Rq with an
open ball.

Proof. We explained above that the map pfix, ϑq is analytic. The inverse map sends a point
z “ x` i ¨ y P H and an angle ϑ P p0, 2πq to the elliptic element

(6.4) rotϑpzq “ ˘

ˆ

cospϑ{2q ´ xy´1 sinpϑ{2q px2y´1 ` yq sinpϑ{2q

´y´1 sinpϑ{2q cospϑ{2q ` xy´1 sinpϑ{2q

˙

.
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Indeed, an immediate computation gives

fixprotϑpzqq “
´2xy´1 sinpϑ{2q

´2y´1 sinpϑ{2q
` i ¨

2 sinpϑ{2q

2y´1 sinpϑ{2q

“ x` iy,

and

ϑprotϑpzqq “ arg

˜˜

4 cospϑ{2q
2

2
´ 1

¸

´ i ¨ p2 cospϑ{2qq ¨ p´1q ¨
2 sinpϑ{2q

2

¸

“ argpcospϑq ` i sinpϑqq

“ ϑ.

□

The elements of PSLp2,Rq whose trace in absolute value is equal to 2 are called parabolic.
Parabolic elements are those that have a unique fixed point of the boundary of H. There are two
conjugacy classes of parabolic elements represented by

(6.5) par` :“ ˘

ˆ

1 1
0 1

˙

and par´ :“ ˘

ˆ

1 0
1 1

˙

.

The elements conjugate to par` are called positively parabolic and those conjugate to par´ neg-
atively parabolic. Each conjugacy class of parabolic elements is an open annulus whose closures
intersect at the identity.

The elements of PSLp2,Rq with a trace larger than 2 in absolute value are called hyperbolic.
Hyperbolic elements have precisely two fixed points on the boundary of H. Any hyperbolic element
of PSLp2,Rq is conjugate to

hypλ :“ ˘

ˆ

λ 0
0 λ´1

˙

,

for a unique λ ą 0. Hyperbolic conjugacy classes are open annuli.
Elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic conjugacy classes foliate PSLp2,Rq in a way that is illustrated

on Figure 10.

I
‚

Figure 10. The elliptic conjugacy classes are drawn in green. They foliate an
open ball into disks. The open ball is bounded by the two parabolic conjugacy
classes which have the shape of two red cones joined at the identity. The hyper-
bolic conjugacy classes foliate an open solid torus, bounded by the red cones, into
blue annuli.
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˝ ˝ ˝

˝ ˝

˝ ˝

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

Figure 11. On the left: a pants decomposition of a 7-punctured sphere. On the
right: the corresponding graph.

B. Pants decompositions of punctured spheres. The purpose of this appendix is to bring
some clarity on a particular step of the construction introduced in this paper. It was said in
introduction that the coordinates we produce depend on the choice of a pants decomposition
of the oriented punctured sphere Σn. In multiple occasions, we studied the image of a curve
of the pants decomposition under a representation ϕ : π1pΣnq Ñ PSLp2,Rq. This is an abuse
of language, since isotopy classes of simple closed curves have multiple lifts inside π1pΣnq (that
differ by conjugation). This distinction is irrelevant as long as we are only interested in the angle
of rotation of the image, assuming the image is elliptic, because it is conjugacy invariant. It is
however essential if one is interested, for instance, in the fixed point of the image. Lemma 6.7
below shows how one can coherently chose lifts of the pants curves inside π1pΣnq.

It is convenient to work with surfaces with boundaries instead of punctures. Replacing each

puncture of Σn by a boundary component we obtain an oriented sphere pΣn with boundary. The

boundary components of pΣn are labelled γ1, . . . , γn, accordingly with the labels of the punctures

of Σn, and are given the induced orientation. Note that Σn identifies homeomorphically with pΣn∖
BpΣn. Let ModpΣnq denote the pure mapping class group of Σn, that is the group of isotopy classes
of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of Σn that fix each puncture individually. Dropping
the restriction to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms, we obtain a larger mapping class group
denoted Mod˘

pΣnq.

A pants decomposition of pΣn consists of a maximal collection of isotopy classes of pairwise

disjoint simple closed curves on pΣn. The n isotopy classes of the boundary curves γi are elements
of any pants decomposition. The cardinality of a pants decomposition is always 2n´ 3. The n´ 3
isotopy classes of curves that are not boundary curves are said to be interior. We denote by P
the collection of all pants decompositions of pΣn. The action of ModpΣnq on the set of free isotopy
classes of simple closed curves induces an action on P.

To every pants decomposition P P P we can associate a graph ΓpPq on 2n´ 2 vertices defined
as follows. There are two types of vertices: n empty vertices, one for each boundary curve of
pΣn, and n ´ 2 full vertices, one for each pair of pants determined by P. Two full vertices are
connected by an edge if they share a common boundary. An empty vertex is connected to a full
vertex by an edge if the boundary curve corresponding to the empty vertex bounds the pair of
pants corresponding to the full vertex. An example of such a graph is given by Figure 11. Let
Γ :“ tΓpPq : P P Pu be the set of all such graphs. Clearly, Γ is a finite set.

Lemma 6.5 (see e.g. [Wol]). There is a bijection between Γ and the orbit space P{ModpΣnq.

In particular, there are only finitely many pants decomposition of pΣn up to mapping class group
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action. The stabilizer of a pants decomposition P P P is the subgroup of ModpΣnq generated by
Dehn twists along the interior curves of P, hence isomorphic to Zn´3.

Let π1pΣnq denote the fundamental group of Σn. The inclusion Σn – pΣn ∖ BpΣn Ă pΣn induces

a group isomorphism π1pΣnq – π1ppΣnq. Let Autpπ1pΣnqq denote the group of automorphisms
of π1pΣnq. It contains the subgroup Aut˚

pπ1pΣnqq of automorphisms that preserve the set of
conjugacy classes of simple closed curves surrounding punctures, see [FM12, §8] for more details.
Let Out˚

pπ1pΣnqq :“ Aut˚
pπ1pΣnqq{ Innpπ1pΣnqq be the corresponding subgroup of the group of

outer automorphisms of π1pΣnq.

Theorem 6.6 (Dehn-Nielsen-Baer). The mapping class group Mod˘
pΣnq is isomorphic to the

group Out˚
pπ1pΣnqq.

The set of conjugacy classes in π1pΣnq is denoted by π1pΣnq{π1pΣnq. Forgetting the basepoint

gives a bijection between π1pΣnq{π1pΣnq and the set of free isotopy classes of closed curves in pΣn,

which we denote by rS1, pΣns. Let π : π1pΣnq Ñ rS1, pΣns denote the induced projection. If α Ă pΣn

is a closed curve, then we write rαs P rS1, pΣns for its free isotopy class.
The main claim of this appendix is the following.

Lemma 6.7. Let P “ trγ1s, . . . , rγns, rβ1s, . . . , rβn´3su P P be a pants decomposition of pΣn. There
exist representatives ci P π´1prγisq and bj P π´1prβjsq such that

‚ there exists a permutation σ P Sn for which
śn

i“1 cσpiq “ 1,
‚ for every pair of pants P determined by P, if rα1s, rα2s, rα3s P P denote the boundary
curves of P , and a1, a2, a3 P tc1, . . . , cn, b1, . . . , bn´3u the corresponding representatives,
then the cyclic product of a1, a2, and a3 is trivial (up to maybe considering their inverses
for compatible orientation with the orientation of P ).

An immediate corollary of Lemma 6.7 is that the inclusion

xc1, . . . , cn :
n
ź

i“1

cσpiq “ 1y Ă π1pΣnq

is a group isomorphism. Obviously, the representatives ci, bi of Lemma 6.7 are not unique; Two
different choices differ by an element of Aut˚

pπ1pΣnqq.

Proof of Lemma 6.7. We proceed by induction on n. In the case n “ 3, since ModpΣ3q is trivial,
it holds that Aut˚

pπ1pΣ3qq “ Innpπ1pΣ3qq. So any choice of presentation π1pΣ3q “ xc1, c2, c3 :
c1c2c3 “ 1y with πpciq “ rγis will do.

Now, assume that the result holds for every k ď n with n ě 4. Let ΓpPq be the graph of
P. There exists a full vertex connected to two empty vertices. This corresponds to a pair of
pants with boundary curves, say, rβks, rγas, and rγbs. Cutting Σn along βk gives a decomposition
Σn “ Σn´1 \βk

Σ3. The graph of P decomposes accordingly, see Figure 12.
By Van Kampen’s Theorem, π1pΣnq is the free product of π1pΣn´1q with π1pΣ3q amalgated

over the fundamental group of βk “ Σn´1 X Σ3. Let π1pΣn´1q Ă π1pΣnq and π1pΣ3q Ă π1pΣnq be
the two induced inclusions. We apply the induction hypothesis to the two sub-surfaces Σn´1 and
Σ3, and their pants decomposition induced from P. This gives c1, . . . , cn P π1pΣnq, b1, . . . , bn´3 P

π1pΣnq and b1
k P π1pΣnq such that

‚ ci P π´1prγisq, for i “ 1, . . . , n, bj P π´1prβjsq, for j “ 1, . . . , n´ 3, and b1
k P π´1prβksq,

‚ there exist a permutation σ P Sn´2 of the numbers t1, . . . , nu ∖ ta, bu and a permutation
τ P S2 of the numbers ta, bu with

ź

i‰a,b

cσpiq ¨ bk “ 1 and cτpaqcτpbqpb1
kq´1 “ 1.

Since πpbkq “ πpb1
kq, there exists x P π1pΣnq such that bk “ xb1

kx
´1. Hence

ź

i‰a,b

cσpiq ¨ xcτpaqx
´1 ¨ xcτpbqx

´1 “ 1.
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˝ ˝ ˝

˝ ˝

˝
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˝
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‚

‚

‚
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˝ ˝ ˝

˝ ˝

‚

‚

‚

‚

˝
rβks

\
‚

rβks

˝
rγas

˝
rγbs

Figure 12. On the left: the initial graph. On the right: its decomposition into
two graphs corresponding to the sub-surfaces.

Note that xcτpaqx
´1 P π´1prγasq and xcτpbqx

´1 P π´1prγbsq. Let σ P Sn be the permutation of the
numbers t1, . . . , nu given by σpn´1q “ τpaq, σpnq “ τpbq, and, for i “ 1, . . . , n´2, σpiq “ σpepiqq,
where e : t1, . . . , n ´ 2u Ñ t1, . . . , nu ∖ ta, bu is the increasing bijection. Let further ci :“ ci for
i ‰ a, b, ca :“ xcax

´1, and cb :“ xcbx
´1. Similarly, let bj :“ bj for j ‰ k and bk :“ b1

k “ x´1bkx.

It is easy to verify that the elements ci, bj P π1pΣnq and the permutation σ P Sn satisfy the
conclusion of the lemma. □
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